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With over 20 years of expertise in the marine industry, we consider ourselves to be The Marine Safety Experts. 
Imparting safety advice, providing a dedicated service to our customers, and representing some of the world’s leading 
brands in safety and survival, is just part of our commitment, to ensure your safety whilst out on the water.

Ocean Safety specialise in the worldwide supply, distribution, service & hire of marine safety equipment including 
liferafts, lifejackets, pyrotechnics, man overboard equipment & EPIRBs. The company has grown rapidly and today 
boasts a diverse range of customers including ship and superyacht builders, round the world racing, cruising yachts  
and the Ministry of Defence.
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SERVICES AND SUPPORT
DELIVERING WORLD CLASS PRODUCTS
We are an industry leader in the design, development and manufacture of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and Life 
Saving Appliances (LSA) and represent some of the World’s leading brands in safety and survival.

LSA equipment is an essential component of operating a commercial vessel irrespective of the size and category of the 
vessel. The specification of this equipment, the way in which these fit into the vessel’s entire safety package is critical to 
the safe operation of the vessel and crew.

Specifying the correct equipment to meet the appropriate standard and code is something Ocean Safety have excelled 
at in the last twenty years and being able to work with operators and crew is seen as a key component of any working 
relationship and sale. We are also experienced at working with the regulatory bodies in different nations and act as 
advisors to agencies when asked.

GLOBAL SERVICING
As Ocean Safety’s product range has grown so has the need to ensure that a global independent service network 
is available to customers operating vessels with our products onboard. These service stations are fully trained and 
certified by our own in-house training team and are required to attend regular refresher courses. We ensure they 
operate with a flexible approach to customer service, offering competitive solutions and product expertise in ‘safety 
and survival’. At all times the priority is to ensure that downtime for operators is kept to a minimum and costs remain 
competitive.

Expanding our service network remains a key part of Ocean Safety’s ongoing development and the coverage is always 
under evaluation, we continue to work closely with our sister companies within our group, including Revere Survival in 
Florida who maintain the US based service network for Ocean Safety.

All our branch offices in the UK have dedicated after sales support teams who are able to clearly identify the best 
solutions for operators and suggest the best logistical support for the work required.



DESIGN MANUFACTURE & INSTALLATION
Onboard LSA equipment is becoming more technical and more integrated with other onboard systems. Customers 
demands for smaller, lighter, more robust product that still complies to international standards is becoming more and 
more of a requirement.

To be able to design these products, get them tested and approved is a key part of our dedicated design teams 
brief, who have vast experience in the design and type approval of inflatable products as well as other onboard 
requirements.

Our design team can offer: 
• Design and consultancy services to Naval Architects, Designers and Project Managers
• Bespoke packages for ship installations - assuring compliance and reduction in operating costs, including: 

 - Product specification
 - Custom cradle design
 - Product integration with other ships systems
 - Product Testing and Notified Body approval certification
 - Full support from initial concept, manufacture, installation and service.

Ocean Safety’s in-house team of design professionals are experts in their field, dedicated to providing you with quality 
and approved safety equipment you can trust. Their knowledge and experience enables them to push the boundaries 
of product development, ensuring Ocean Safety offer the ultimate safety solutions. When it comes to life-saving 
equipment, compromise is not an option.

Our design experts have developed a unique liferaft fabric used on our Ocean ISO & Ocean Ultralite liferafts.  
This highly durable material meets ISO 9650-3 requirements and is batch tested to ensure the materials construction 
specification is met every time.

At Ocean Safety, quality is at the forefront of our design process. Our team thoroughly QA inspect, each and every 
liferaft ensuring our high standards and expectations are met. Within industry we have representation on many 
national and international committees and panels which ensures we are at the forefront of the rules and regulations 
that govern our industry.
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HIRE SOLUTIONS
When operating a commercial vessel cost is an important part of the specification of all equipment onboard and LSA 
equipment is no exception. Due to a regulatory service regime for most LSA equipment the onwards costs during vessel 
operation are an important part of the specification.

Reducing capital outlay when specifying equipment and guaranteeing operating costs is a key component of operating a 
commercial vessel. The development of the Ocean Safety Liferaft Rental/Hire fleet allows customers to ensure they have 
the correct liferafts onboard at a fixed annual cost including all servicing. This system removes the need to capital outlay 
and ensures a known onward cost.

We are able to tailor contracts to suit individual operators needs and will work with customers to determine when 
products require serving and will coordinate service timings with refit periods or periods of non-operation. If necessary, 
we will provide a ‘swap out’ service to ensure constant operational capability.

Hire options include liferaft hire, liferaft exchange or a fully managed servicing plan and includes a full range of approved 
SOLAS liferafts from 6 person to 32 person available with SOLAS A or B packs, ORL platforms up to 65 person.  
In addition the Ocean Compact range offer unrivalled space saving and its sister raft the Ultralite offers the worlds first 
lightweight SOLAS liferaft with up to a 25% weight saving.

Our hire capabilities extend to cover immersion suits and lifejackets. Our four UK sites provide national coverage, offering 
local drop of and collection points for equipment needing servicing.

THE BENEFITS TO THE OPERATOR

The benefits of the hire programme include:
• Reduction in operating costs and minimizing capital expenditure
• Cost predictability – up to 5 years fixed pricing
• Assurance that your equipment is up to date, serviced and in-line with industry regulations.
• Due date monitoring
• Managed service package with transparent costs

For more information on our hire programme or to talk to a member of the Ocean Safety team please email:  
hire@oceansafety.com
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TRAINING & CONSULTANCY
SERVICE TRAINING

Maintaining and growing our service network is a key factor in Ocean Safety’s global growth. We operate a dedicated 
training team who are fully qualified to run training courses around the world. Their ability to adapt courses to cover 
all or some of our products has resulted in service stations being training in many different LSA products. 

Onward management of the certification of these service stations remains the operational part of our training 
program and we will work with service stations to find the most cost-effective ways to ensure that qualifications 
remain up to date.

MAINTENANCE & AWARENESS COURSES AS WELL AS SEA SURVIVAL TRAINING
Our training department has the knowledge and experience to train individuals, organisations, service stations and 
crews on the planning, maintenance and deployment of key pieces of safety equipment. This programme is designed 
for employers and groups who have identified a need to provide basic lifejacket awareness training. Individuals
are made aware of the importance of visually inspecting and checking their lifejacket fundamentals. This ensures that 
they can wear their lifejackets with confidence in the knowledge that they will operate as intended.

We supply safety equipment to some of the most iconic yacht races on the circuit and have had the pleasure of 
training some of the biggest names in racing. We are proud to be associated with the Volvo Ocean Race and as part 
of the Volvo programme, we put each crew member through an intensive sea survival course, in preparation for race 
start. Prior to the departure of the Clipper Round the World Yacht Race we ensure every Clipper Race Skipper and 
Bosun is trained in the maintenance and use of their lifejacket.

Bespoke training courses are not limited to high performance yachting. We are able to work with other training 
agencies to develop training programs for superyachts and other commercial vessels. In addition, we can provide LSA 
knowledge training for notified bodies and surveyors to ensure that surveyors have the knowledge to practically look 
at onboard equipment and interpret what is on any vessel.



OCEAN SOLAS ULTRALITE LIFERAFT
The Ocean SOLAS Ultralite liferaft is a new concept development based on Ocean Safety’s original space-saving liferaft, 
the Ocean SOLAS Compact. Enabling professional sailors to reduce weight onboard, boosting their advantage to 
increase speed the Ocean SOLAS Ultralite utilises carbon composite technologies to achieve a significant weight saving 
of 23% when compared to like for like products on the market.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• Between 20 & 25% weight saving
• SOLAS A pack included
• SOLAS approved
• 18m freeboard
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp with reinforced ladder  

for ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External life lines
• Canopy linen to reduce the effect of seasickness
• Window ties to enable observation port

KEY FEATURES:

• 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 man
• SOLAS A safety pack options

CONTAINER

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.

SOLAS A SAFETY PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5007  790 x 555 x 340 54 kg

8 RAF5009 840 x 570 x 340 62 kg

10 RAF5011 940 x 640 x 344 71 kg

12 RAF5013 940 x 640 x 344 78 kg

16 RAF5015 1100 x 650 x 370 92 kg

CANISTER

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

25% WEIGHT
SAVING

LIFERAFTS
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SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.

OCEAN SOLAS COMPACT LIFERAFT
Designed by our in-house design team and a development from the Ocean Safety military range supplied to the MOD 
for over 10 years. The Ocean SOLAS Compact liferaft offers 40% space reduction over the cylindrical equivalent and 
is ideal for vessels with a freeboard of 18m.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• SOLAS approved
• 18m freeboard
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp with reinforced ladder  

for ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External life lines
• Canopy linen to reduce the effect of seasickness
• Window ties to enable observation port

KEY FEATURES:

• 6, 8, 10, 12, 16 man
• SOLAS A & SOLAS B safety pack options
• Compact canister
• Launch type: Throw-over
• Global service network

CANISTER

SOLAS A PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5006 790 x 555 x 340 72

8 RAF5008 840 x 570 x 340 78

10 RAF5010 940 x 640 x 344 93

12 RAF5012 940 x 640 x 344 106

16 RAF5014 1100 x 650 x 370 130

SOLAS B PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5020 790 x 555 x 280 50

8 RAF5022 840 x 570 x 295 55

10 RAF5024 940 x 640 x 315 65

12 RAF5026 940 x 640 x 315 85

16 RAF5028 1100 x 650 x 340 88

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK
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OCEAN SOLAS THROW-OVER LIFERAFT
The Ocean SOLAS Throw-over liferaft is built to the more advanced buoyancy of 82.5kg per person to meet the 
MSC.295(87) regulations. This ensures that one buoyancy tube can support the whole liferaft compliment.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• SOLAS approved
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat 
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp with reinforced ladder for 

ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External guide rail
• Window ties to enable observation port

KEY FEATURES:

• 6,8,10,12,16,20,25,32 man
• Approved up to 50m drop height
• SOLAS A and SOLAS B safety pack options
• Cylindrical container
• Launch type: Throw-over
• Global service network

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

CONTAINER

SOLAS A PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5100 1050 x 590 85

8 RAF5102 1085 x 644 98

10 RAF5104 1185 x 644 108

12 RAF5106 1250 x 644 125

16 RAF5108 1200 x 690 146

20 RAF5110 1450 x 690 172

25 RAF5112 1450 x 690 185

32 RAF5114 1560 x 760 260

SOLAS B PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5120 1050 x 590 73

8 RAF5122 1050 x 590 82

10 RAF5124 1185 x 644 88

12 RAF5126 1250 x 644 100

16 RAF5128 1200 x 690 112

20 RAF5130 1450 x 690 130

25 RAF5132 1450 x 690 135

32 RAF5134 1560 x 760 185

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.
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OCEAN SOLAS DAVIT LAUNCH LIFERAFT
Ocean Safety offers a selection of Davit liferafts to support the range, which can be adapted to suit your specific 
requirements. With reinforced webbing, Davit launch liferafts are designed to be boarded at deck level before being 
lowered into the water.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• SOLAS approved
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp with reinforced ladder for 

ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External life lines
• Canopy linen to reduce the effect of seasickness
• Window ties to enable observation port

KEY FEATURES:

• 12, 16, 20, 25 man
• Approved up to 40m drop height
• SOLAS A & SOLAS B safety pack options
• Cylindrical container
• Launch type: Davit launch
• Global service network

SOLAS A PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

12 RAF5200 1200 x 690 150

16 RAF5202 1450 x 690 175

20 RAF5204 1560 x 760 230

25 RAF5206 1660 x 760 270

SOLAS B PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

12 RAF5210 1200 x 690 125

16 RAF5212 1450 x 690 140

20 RAF5214 1560 x 760 190

25 RAF5216 1660 x 760 210

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

CONTAINER

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.
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OCEAN SOLAS SELF-RIGHTING LIFERAFT
The Ocean SOLAS Self-righting range includes both throw-over and davit launch options.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• SOLAS approved
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp with reinforced ladder for ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External life lines
• Canopy linen to reduce the effect of seasickness
• Window ties to enable observation port

KEY FEATURES:

• 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 50 man (Davit Self-righting: 25, 37 man)
• Approved up to 40m drop height
• SOLAS A & SOLAS B safety pack options
• Cylindrical container
• Launch type: Throw-over & Davit launch
• Global service network

DA
V

IT
DA

V
IT

SOLAS B PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5170 1085 X 644 115

10 RAF5172 1250 X 644 135

15 RAF5174 1450 X 690 155

20 RAF5176 1450 X 690 185

25 RAF5178 1560 X 760 195

50 RAF5180 1873 X 894 350

SOLAS A PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5150 1085 X 644 105

10 RAF5152 1250 X 644 135

15 RAF5154 1450 X 690 169

20 RAF5156 1450 X 690 211

25 RAF5158 1560 X 760 225

50 RAF5160 1873 X 894 455

25 RAF5230 1660 X 760 225

37 RAF5232 1760 X 810 300

25 RAF5220 1660 X 760 280

37 RAF5222 1760 X 810 380

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.

CONTAINER
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OCEAN SOLAS OPEN REVERSIBLE (ORL) LIFERAFT
Completing the range is the Ocean SOLAS Open Reversible liferaft (ORL), designed to allow boarding onto either 
side of the raft. Ideal for coded vessels and high speed craft. Approved by many leading administrations, Ocean Safety 
offers both cylindrical and flat container options.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• 10m freeboard
• SOLAS approved lighting system
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp with reinforced ladder for ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External guide rail

KEY FEATURES:

• 25, 30, 50, 65, 132 man
• Cylindrical & flat container
• Launch type: Throw-over
• Global service network

ORL - CYLINDRICAL

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF5264 880 x 550 x 380 54

15 RAF5266 1050 x 590 90

25 RAF5268 1185 x 644 130

30 RAF5270 1200 x 690 155

50 RAF5272 1450 x 690 185

65 RAF5274 1560 x 760 220

132 RAF5280 1760 x 760 350

ORL - FLAT PACK

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X WIDTH X 
HEIGHT (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

25 RAF5256 1100 x 735 x 410 146

30 RAF5258 1100 x 700 x 440 150

65 RAF5262 1540 x 770 x 550 205

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.

CONTAINER
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OCEAN ISO ULTRALITE
The Ocean UltraLite liferaft utilises carbon composite technology to achieve an amazing 30% weight reduction, 
compared to the traditional range of Ocean ISO liferafts. This liferaft offers the huge benefits of a lightweight 
solution for yacht designers but most importantly larger liferafts are now easier to handle and deploy.

With a less than 24 hour survival pack a 10 man canister UltraLite weighs little more than a conventional 4 man 
valise liferaft.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• ISO approved
• Global service network
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility

• Zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong boarding ramp with reinforced ladder for easy of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External life lines
• Window ties to enable observation port
• 3 year service intervals

ISO
APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

STANDARD CANISTERVALISE

ISO<24 HOURS (UNDER 24 HOURS)

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF0375 788 x 518 x 280 28 kg

8 RAF0385 788 x 518 x 280 35 kg

10 RAF0395 788 x 518 x 320 36 kg

12 RAF0400 788 x 518 x 360 39.5 kg

ISO<24 HOURS (UNDER 24 HOURS)

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

6 RAF0405 760 x 450 x 260 29 kg

8 RAF0410 760 x 450 x 260 32.5 kg

10 RAF0415 860 x 450 x 270 33.5 kg

12 RAF0420 860 x 450 x 270 37 kg

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.
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OCEAN ISO LIFERAFT
The Ocean ISO 9650 Liferaft is compact and of superior design and construction. This liferaft meets the  
requirements under current MCA Codes Of Practice, Class XII and World Sailing offshore special regulations  
and was the first liferaft to be third party verified by the RYA to ISO9650 Type 1 Group A requirements.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• ISO approved
• Global service network
• SOLAS approved internal and external  

lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong boarding ramp with reinforced  

ladder for easy of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for  

maximum stability
• External life lines
• Window ties to enable observation port
• 3 year service interval  

(unless SOLAS B ~ 2 1/2years)

ISO
APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

STANDARD CANISTERVALISE

ISO<24 HOURS (UNDER 24 HOURS)

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF0105 710 x 490 x 260 33 kg

6 RAF0115 800 x 520 x 290 41 kg

8 RAF0125 800 x 520 x 290 44 kg

10 RAF0135 890 x 520 x 260 53 kg

12 RAF0140 890 x 520 x 260 56 kg

ISO>24 HOURS (OVER 24 HOURS)

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF0152 710 x 490 x 280 42.5 kg

6 RAF0154 800 x 520 x 310 53 kg

8 RAF0156 800 x 520 x 310 59.5 kg

10 RAF0158 890 x 520 x 290 71.5 kg

12 RAF0159 890 x 520 x 290 82 kg

ISO SOLAS B

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF0165 710 x 490 x 280 36.5 kg

6 RAF0175 800 x 520 x 310 45 kg

8 RAF0185 800 x 520 x 310 48 kg

10 RAF0195 890 x 520 x 290 57 kg

12 RAF0200 890 x 520 x 290 60 kg

ISO<24 HOURS (UNDER 24 HOURS)

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF0100 670 x 420 x 240 28 kg

6 RAF0110 740 x 430 x 240 35 kg

8 RAF0120 740 x 440 x 250 40 kg

10 RAF0130 850 x 450 x 260 47 kg

ISO>24 HOURS (OVER 24 HOURS)

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF0151 670 x 450 x 270 37 kg

6 RAF0153 740 x 460 x 270 50 kg

8 RAF0155 740 x 470 x 280 54 kg

10 RAF0157 850 x 490 x 290 72 kg

ISO SOLAS B

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF0160 670 x 420 x 270 31.5 kg

6 RAF0170 740 x 430 x 270 42 kg

8 RAF0180 740 x 440 x 280 42.5 kg

10 RAF0190 850 x 450 x 290 51 kg

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.
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OCEAN CHARTER ISO 2.0
The Charter 2.0 ISO has been developed as a cost effective solution to meet the MCA code of practice.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• < 24hr safety pack as standard (SOLAS B pack optional)
• Manufactured using high quality fabric and approved to ISO 9650-1
• 3 year service interval (unless SOLAS B ~ 2 1/2years)

ISO
APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

STANDARD CANISTERVALISE

ISO < 24 HOUR

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF1100 750 x 480 x 325 40 kg

6 RAF1110 760 x 530 x 335 46 kg

8 RAF1120 770 x 540 x 340 52 kg

10 RAF1130 825 x 575 x 350 58 kg

12 RAF1140 920 x 575 x 340 66 kg

ISO SOLAS B

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF1200 750 x 480 x 325 39 kg

6 RAF1210 760 x 530 x 335 44 kg

8 RAF1220 770 x 540 x 340 51 kg

10 RAF1230 825 x 575 x 350 57 kg

12 RAF1240 920 x 575 x 340 63 kg

ISO < 24 HOUR

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF1105 670 x 420 x 240 29 kg

6 RAF1115 740 x 430 x 240 32 kg

8 RAF1125 740 x 440 x 250 38 kg

10 RAF1135 850 x 450 x 260 45 kg

ISO SOLAS B

CAPACITY CODE LENGTH X 
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHT 
(KG)

4 RAF1205 670 x 420 x 270 32 kg

6 RAF1215 740 x 430 x 240 36 kg

8 RAF1225 740 x 440 x 250 42 kg

10 RAF1235 850 x 450 x 260 55 kg

SEE PAGE 20 FOR CONTAINER CRADLES.
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REVERE USCG LIFERAFT
Meeting the needs of all types of commercial craft,  
the Revere USCG/SOLAS liferaft range consists of two 
models; standard throw-over and davit launched.
4 man low profile option available  
(USCG compliant only)

REVERE INFLATABLE 
BUOYANT APPARATUS
Revere Survival offers a wide range of IBA liferaft sizes 
4-50. While the 4, 6, 8 and 10 person non-reversible IBA 
liferaft is available in a water resistant soft valise or low 
profile container, the 25 and 50 person reversible IBAs 
are available in cylindrical containers.

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• USCG approved
• 18m maximum stowage height
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Insulated floor to retain heat
• Retro-reflective tape to increase visibility
• Dual zip closure for splash protection
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong inflatable boarding ramp for ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability
• External life lines
• Canopy linen to reduce the effect of seasickness
• Window ties to enable observation port

LIFER AFT FEATURES:

• USCG approved
• 18m maximum stowage height 6-50 man (6m max for 4 man)
• SOLAS approved internal and external lighting system
• Dual tube inflation system
• Strong ladder (4-10man) or inflatable ramp (25/50man) for 

ease of boarding
• Large water ballast pockets for maximum stability (25/50man)
• External life lines
• Canopy linen to reduce the effect of seasickness
• Open reversible (25/50man)
• Emergency equipment pack
 
KEY FEATURES:

• 4, 6, 8, 10, 25 & 50 man
• 2 year warranty if serviced annually
• Launch type: Throw-over

KEY FEATURES:

• 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20 & 25 man Cylindrical 
4, 6, 8 man Low Profile 
(Davit launch: 12, 16, 20 & 25 man)

• SOLAS A & SOLAS B safety pack options
• 2 year warranty if serviced annually
• Launch type: Throw-over & Davit launch

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT  
A MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM.
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CRADLES

OCEAN COMPACT / ISO CR ADLES
The Ocean Safety Compact/ISO cradle has been designed to mount your Ocean Safety liferaft, offering a solid bespoke 
mounting solution. Both galvanised and stainless steel options are available making this cradle suitable for both 
commercial and leisure applications. A full cradle requires four feet and two beams to fit the raft. Alternatively the four 
feet are available on their own. 

The cradle can be mounted horizontally only. (Deck fixings are not included).

ISO CRADLES

CYLINDRICAL “W” CR ADLE

For more information on bespoke cradles please contact our sales team on +44 (0) 23 8072 0800.

SET OF FOUR FEET ONLY

COMPACT

KEY FEATURES:

• Cradle suitable for both Ocean Compact 
and ISO liferaft canisters

• Available in galvanised or stainless steel
• Feet supplied with adhesive rubber padding
• Beams supplied as a set of two including  

nuts and bolts for fixing to feet
• Available for 4-12 person ISO and 6-16 

person Compact liferaft canisters

STAINLESS STEEL

SIZE CODE BEAM LENGTH (MM)

4 Person CRA1255 460mm

6 Person CRA1260 550mm

8 Person CRA1260 550mm

10 Person CRA1265 640mm

16 Person CRA1265 640mm
STAINLESS  

STEEL
CRA1250

GALVANISED 
STEEL
CRA1200

STAINLESS STEEL

SIZE CODE BEAM LENGTH (MM)

6 Person CRA1270 540mm

8 Person CRA1275 590mm

10 Person CRA1280 690mm

12 Person CRA1280 690mm

16 Person CRA1285 850mm

GALVANISED STEEL

CODE BEAM LENGTH (MM)

CRA1220 540mm

CRA1225 590mm

CRA1230 690mm

CRA1230 690mm

CRA1235 850mm

GALVANISED STEEL

CODE BEAM LENGTH (MM)

CRA1210 550mm

CRA1210 550mm

CRA1215 640mm

CRA1215 640mm

NOT AVAILABLE

DESCRIPTION CODE

SOLAS RAFT “W” CRADLE CRA1300 
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LIFERAFT EQUIPMENT PACKS EXPLAINED
It is important to understand what is included in your liferaft, to ensure you are equipped with the fundamental life 
saving equipment, when faced with an emergency situation. Below we have detailed the safety equipment liferaft 
contents, which will cover up to 12 man liferafts.

EQUIPMENT SOLAS A PACK SOLAS B PACK ISO <24 ISO >24

BUOYANT KNIFE 1 1 1 1

BAILER 1 1 1 1

SPONGES 2 2 1 1

PADDLES 2 2 1 1

WHISTLE 1 1 1 1

TORCHES 1 1 2 2

HELIOGRAPH 1 1 1 1

ANTI SEASICKNESS TABLETS 6PP 6PP 6PP 6PP

SEASICKNESS BAG 1PP 1PP 1PP 1PP

RED HANDHELD FLARE 6 3 3 6

PARACHUTE ROCKET 4 2 2 2

BUOYANT SMOKE SIGNAL 2 1 N/A N/A

THERMAL PROTECTIVE AID (TPA) 2 2 N/A 2

REPAIR KIT 1 1 2 2

WATER 1.5L PP N/A 0.5L PP 1.5L PP

FOOD 10,000KJ PP N/A N/A 10,000KJ PP

FIRST AID KIT 1 1 N/A 1

BELLOWS 1 1 1 1

THROWING LINE - 30M 1 1 1 1

SPARE DROGUE 1 1 N/A N/A

WATERPROOF NOTEBOOK N/A N/A N/A N/A

SIGNAL CARD 1 1 1 1

SEA SURVIVAL INSTRUCTIONS 1 1 1 1

REPAIR KIT SET SET SET SET

RADAR REFLECTOR 1 1 1 1

FISHING KIT 1 N/A N/A N/A

TIN OPENER 3 N/A N/A N/A

GRADUATED DRINKING CUP 1 N/A N/A N/A

IMMEDIATE ACTION CARD 1 1 1 1
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HYDROSTATIC RELEASE UNIT  
The best-selling hydrostatic release unit in the world, saving lives on the oceans for 
more than 30 years. It’s safe, reliable and simple design, has earned it more worldwide 
approvals than any other unit. Should your vessel sink, the Hammar H20, which is 
activated by increasing water pressure, will automatically release liferafts and EPIRBs.

FEATURES
• Will release the liferaft when water pressure reaches a depth of 1.5 to 4.0m
• Designed with a 2 year service life
• No annual servicing or maintenance required
• Designed for liferafts from 6 up to 150 person

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR-0100- H20 6 - 150 MAN STANDARD HAM1000

MANUAL REMOTE RELEASE 
SYSTEM (MRRS VACUUM) 
Hammar MRRS enables you to release liferafts from the bridge or 
other strategic locations onboard. This means that in an emergency 
situation, you can save precious time. The MRRS is suitable for 
installations of up to 50 metres in length.  
 
By means of a vacuum pump, which is operated manually, the 
vacuum is conveyed via stainless steel tubing to a release unit. 
When the release unit is activated, a sharp knife blade cuts the 
rope sling holding the liferaft to be released. Vacuum pumps can be 
connected in parallel to give multiple control positions.

FEATURES
• Requires minimum maintenance
• Simple and well proven design
• Weatherproof and designed for harsh environments
• No power supply is required 

Specifically suited for
• Smaller systems with few liferafts or other units
• Installations up to 50 metres in length

DESCRIPTION CODE

HM-0300- H20 MANUAL REMOTE UNIT HAM1005

HM-0301- VACUUM PUMP (STANDARD) HAM1200

Hammar is a pioneer in advanced lifesaving equipment, has an outstanding worldwide reputation and has 
supplied hydrostatic release systems for over 30 years.
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LIFEBUOY RELEASE SYSTEM 
The Hammar Lifebuoy Release System is a complete, easy-to-fit 
package for the rapid launch of lifebuoys onboard a ship. It fits ships, 
vessels and workboats of all types.

FEATURES
• Safe and quick operation to save lives
• Electric activation from the bridge
• One complete package
• Easy and quick installation onboard
• Economical solution

DESCRIPTION CODE

HM-0600- LIFEBUOY RELEASE SYSTEM HAM2200

HM-0630- LIFEBUOY REPLACEMENT KIT HAM1235

ELECTRONIC REMOTE RELEASE 
SYSTEM (ERRS) 
Hammar ERRS enables you to release liferafts and other lifesaving equipment from 
the bridge or other strategic locations onboard. This means that in an emergency 
situation, you can save precious time. 
 
The release mechanism can be deployed irrespective of factors such as weather, 
smoke or fire, without the crew having to take any unnecessary risks. 
 
Remote release systems not only improve safety on board, they also represent 
a sound economic investment. Liferafts can be positioned in remote locations  
onboard and valuable deck space can be freed for passengers or cargo. 
Since Hammar remote release systems are easy to handle, you can also minimise 
both crew and training costs.

FEATURES
• Easy to operate
• Customised configuration
• Requires minimum maintenance
• Reliability under all conditions 

Especially suited for
• Releasing of several lifesaving appliances
• Installations more than 50 metres in length

ESPECIALLY SUITED FOR
• Releasing of several lifesaving appliances
• Installations more than 50 metres in length 

 
For future information, contact our Sales team.

HAM2200

HAM1235
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OCEAN SAFETY SOLAS 450 RESCUE RIB
Robust, lightweight and high-capacity semi-rigid compact boat, designed, built and tested under the latest standards.
The hull is manufactured with a closed cell foam core to ensure it is lightweight and fast while providing excellent 
stability and low fuel consumption. The tube has five independent air chambers.   
The boat can be powered by a 25hp to 40hp outboard engine for quick high speed operation.

The boat can be installed as a rescue boat in every European Community (EC) vessel and any other country that 
accepts SOLAS regulations. Every boat is supplied with a declaration of conformity, plates and operational and 
maintenance manual.

KEY FEATURES:

• Tube has five independent air compartments with safety relief valves 
to release excess pressure

• Nonsubmersible hull with radar reflector, anti-spill tank
• A robust structure of girders and flooring provide optimum strength 

for impacts with submerged objects and make repairs easier
• Fire resistant structure
• Ample space inside and easy handling and steering, as well as simple 

maintenance and servicing
• Craft weight: 207kg
• 25-40hp outboard engine compatible
• Can transport up to 6 people at a time
• SOLAS MED-B 1950068 and SAS S190033 approved

SPECIFICATION:

• Length overall
• Beam overall
• Draft
• Tube diameter
• No. compartments
• Craft weight
• Craft/equipment/engine/tank weight
• Craft/equipment/engine/tank/crew weight
• Type of shaft L
• Power
• Max. engine weight
• Max. people

4,50 m
1,97 m
0,30 m
0,48m
5
207 kg
375 kg
870 Kg
L
25 HP / 40 HP
102 Kg
6
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PROP GUARD™
Two piece plastic infection moulded cage superficially  
made to protect from dangerous propeller accidents 
as well as provide added thrust to allow better vessel 
handling control.

OUTBOARD ENGINES

For more information on outboard motors or boat / liferaft release hooks, please contact our sales team on 
+44 (0) 23 8072 0800.

Both Yamaha and Mariner MED Ship’s Wheel Approved outboard engines are available upon request.

DESCRIPTION CODE

VANGUARD 450 SOLAS RESCUE BOAT RIB2501

OCEAN SAFETY SOLAS EQUIPMENT PACK RIB2510

EQUIPMENT KIT FOR VANGUARD RESCUE BOAT RIB2505

SOLAS RELEASE HOOK RIB2513

BOAT COVER RIB2507

COLOUR SIZE ENGINE SIZE CODE

YELLOW 9” 4-14 hp RIB9500

ORANGE 11” 20-30 hp RIB9510

BLUE 13” 40-50 hp RIB9520

WHITE/RED 14” 70-100 hp RIB9530

WHITE 16” 110-350 hp RIB9540

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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LIFEJACKETS TAILORED TO YOUR REQUIREMENT
As part of our continued commitment to safety, Ocean Safety works alongside our group partners and our lifejacket 
suppliers to provide a large range of lifejackets to cover the broad and varied requirements found within the marine 
commercial market.

Utilising our ability to develop and modify existing designs of lifejackets within their current approvals, we can tailor 
lifejackets to individual parameters. We are also able to work with our electronic suppliers to ensure that the most 
up to date location systems can be incorporated into lifejackets, this can include intrinsic safety options for use in the 
offshore industry.

LIFEJACKET END USE

WIND CHALLENGER 275 WIND FARM

CHALLENGER CONSTANT 
WEAR 275

COMMERCIAL USE IN CONSTANT WEAR E.G. PILOT, COASTGUARD

K2 - 275N - SHIP’S WHEEL  
TWIN CHAMBER

COMMERCIAL WORKING AND / OR ABANDONMENT E.G. OIL AND GAS

OCEAN SAFETY MED 150 COMMERCIAL WORKING  /  EMERGENCY ABANDONMENT / CONSTANT WEAR   
E.G. SUPERYACHT

CHALLENGER INTERLOCK 300 COMMERCIAL WORKING AND / OR ABANDONMENT E.G. OIL AND GAS

CHALLENGER FLEXI-WING 150 COMMERCIAL WORKING  /  EMERGENCY ABANDONMENT / CONSTANT WEAR  
 E.G. SUPERYACHT

CHALLENGER AQUA 
 JUNIOR 100

CHILD SOLAS JACKET FOR ABANDONMENT

CHALLENGER WORKSAFE  
PRO 320

WATER UTILITY COMPANIES, SHIP BUILDERS, HARBOUR AND MARINE CONSTRUCTION, 
PORT MANAGEMENT, DREDGING, WORK BOAT OPERATORS, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION  
AND MAINTENANCE

CHALLENGER WORKSAFE  
PRO 170

WATER UTILITY COMPANIES, SHIP BUILDERS, HARBOUR AND MARINE CONSTRUCTION, 
PORT MANAGEMENT, DREDGING, WORK BOAT OPERATORS, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION  
AND MAINTENANCE

CHALLENGER FERRY 
PASSENGER LIFEJACKET 1500

SMALL PASSENGER FERRY AND CHARTER COMPANIES

CHALLENGER WORKSAFE 300
WATER UTILITY COMPANIES, SHIP BUILDERS, HARBOUR AND MARINE CONSTRUCTION, 
PORT MANAGEMENT, DREDGING, WORK BOAT OPERATORS, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION  
AND MAINTENANCE

CHALLENGER WORKSAFE 170
WATER UTILITY COMPANIES, SHIP BUILDERS, HARBOUR AND MARINE CONSTRUCTION, 
PORT MANAGEMENT, DREDGING, WORK BOAT OPERATORS, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION  
AND MAINTENANCE

MULLION COMPACT  
SUPREME 150

HEAVY COMMERCIAL FISHING APPLICATIONS (POTTERS, CRABBERS, LOBSTER FISHERMEN) 
AND CONSTRUCTION WORKERS

MULLION HI-RISE  
SOLAS 150 & 275

OFFSHORE EXTREME USE WITH FOUL WEATHER CLOTHING AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT

MULLION HI-TIDE HEAVY DUTY INDUSTRIAL USE WITH FOUL WEATHER CLOTHING AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT

SPINLOCK DURO SOLAS 275N WIND FARMS, SUPERYACHTS, OIL RIGS

COMMODORE 170N
WATER UTILITY COMPANIES, SHIP BUILDERS, HARBOUR AND MARINE CONSTRUCTION, 
PORT MANAGEMENT, DREDGING, WORK BOAT OPERATORS, BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION  
AND MAINTENANCE

STANDARD FORM LIFEJACKET MERCHANT SHIPS

COMPACT FOLDABLE 
FOAM LIFEJACKET

MERCHANT SHIPS
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WIND CHALLENGER 275
This premium Wind Challenger lifejacket is specially 
designed for use as a combined working/abandonment 
lifejacket. With 300 Newtons of buoyancy it is designed 
to be worn when the user is wearing heavy duty clothing 
or with an abandonment suit - where it guarantees to self-
right the wearer in less than 5 seconds.

The interlocking lobe design also creates an effective wave 
barrier preventing water channelling into the
airways.

FEATURES
• SOLAS approved
• Interlocking lobe design
• 300 Newtons buoyancy
• High visibility fabric
• Twin chamber security
• Contoured head and neck support
• Lightweight and comfortable to wear
• Automatic firing mechanisms
• Retro-reflective tape
• Whistle
• Grab loop
• SOLAS approved lifejacket light
• Buddy line

CHALLENGER CONSTANT  
WEAR 275 
The new twin chamber Constant Wear lifejacket is built on 
a reputable jacket used for commercial RIB applications. 
Its comfortable and light weight qualities, renders it an 
ideal solution for individuals transferring from multiple 
vessels and tenders or working on wind farm and industrial 
installations, without feeling the need to take it off.

The sculpted shoulders and compact lightweight design 
ensures exceptional ergonomics, giving users complete 
freedom of movement in the upper body, when worn 
with heavy or light overalls. The low profile neckline and 
padded back panel heightens comfort whilst maintaining 
maximum support.

FEATURES
• SOLAS approved
• Twin chamber
• Abrasion resistant outer layer – providing enhanced durability
• Low profile neck line – increased comfort
• Stainless steel interlocking belt buckle
• Front zip - easy to don and remove
• Back panel – giving extra support to the wearer
• Crotch strap – added security
• Retro-reflective tape on the bladder - increased visibility
• Whistle
• Interlocking bladder

DESCRIPTION CODE

YELLOW LIF8350

ORANGE LIF8352

DESCRIPTION CODE

NEON LIF8310

BLACK LIF8318

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

AIS
READY

COLOURS AVAILABLE:

COLOURS AVAILABLE:
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K2 - 275N - SHIP’S WHEEL
TWIN CHAMBER 
Approved to SOLAS MED Ship’s Wheel the K2-275N 
lifejacket is manufactured under the accredited Lloyds 
Register ISO 9001 quality system.

This premier jacket has the AQ40L lifejacket light fitted 
as standard and the Ocean Signal AIS Beacon can also 
be installed for your total peace of mind.

FEATURES
• Buoyancy; 315N
• Quick burst zip closure
• Cylinders; 2 x 60 gram Co2
• Fully adjustable waist belt
• Buddy line
• Crotch strap
• Harness
• AQ40L Lifejacket light included
• Whistle
• Retro reflective tape
• Closures; 316 marine grade anti sparking stainless steel
• 2 x lifting beckets
• Weight; 1.9kg
• Approved service network
• Made in the UK

ALSO AVAILABLE IN A WIPE CLEAN VERSION

OCEAN SAFETY MED 150 
These 150N (OS MED 150) and 275N (OS MED 
275) lifejackets have been designed as a dual purpose 
Emergency Abandonment or Constant Wear lifejackets.

FEATURES
• Twin chambered jacket with automatic firing mechanisms
• Whistle
• Retro-reflective tape
• Lift grab loops
• Optional AIS
• Self rights the wearer in under 5 seconds and provides an 

effective wave barrier
• Tailored neck design gives vital support to the head and neck, 

even to an unconscious subject.
 
Optional extension waist belt to extend standard fitting 
from 1.4m up to 1.75m girth.

DESCRIPTION CODE

K2 275N RED WITH SPRAY HOOD LIF5861

K2 275N NAVY WITH SPRAY HOOD LIF5860

DESCRIPTION CODE

OS MED 150 RED LIFEJACKET LIF8050

 OS MED 150 ORANGE PVC LIF8051

SOLAS WAISTBELT EXTENDER LIF0480

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

COLOURS AVAILABLE:

COLOURS AVAILABLE:
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CHALLENGER INTERLOCK 275  
The SOLAS approved Challenger Interlock 300 lifejacket 
in durable red Nylon fabric has been designed for use as a 
combined working/ abandonment lifejacket. 

This incredibly lightweight and comfortable to wear lifejacket 
design gives excellent neck and head support which is particularly 
vital for an unconscious wearer.

With 300N buoyancy performance the lifejacket is designed 
to be worn when the user is wearing heavy duty clothing or 
with an abandonment suit, where it guarantees to self right the 
wearer in less than 5 seconds.

FEATURES
• Twin chamber bladder system
• 2/3 bar stainless steel buckle
• Stainless steel D ring (Harness version only)
• Buddy line
• Halkey Roberts automatic inflation system
• Adjustable fit
• Whistle
• Hook & loop closure
• Retro tape
• Abandonment suit compatible
• Lifting becket

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood
• Crotch Strap

CHALLENGER INTERLOCK 275  
SERIES III  OFFSHORE   
For Emergency use on Offshore Installations the Challenger 
Interlock 275 Series III is available with the Extended Service 
Format. It has been ergonomically designed for comfort.

If stored in the conventional manner ie. hanging in a cabinet 
- the service interval is every 12 months.

To facilitate extended servicing intervals and to remove the 
risks of accidental inflation and tampering. The lifejacket 
has the option of an Extended Service Packaging System.  
Each lifejacket is hermetically sealed in a Mil spec foil laminate 
bag together with a calculated quantity of moisture absorbent 
desiccant. Provided the foil laminate bag is not damaged the 
service interval can be extended for up to 5 years - subject 
to Flag State acceptance. Our recommended service regime 
is to undertake a 20% per year service combined with a 100% 
inspection of the bags. This ensures the maintenance budget 
remains even over the 5 year period.

FEATURES
• Twin independent chambers each with 300 Newtons
• Patented interlocking lobe design
• Automatic inflation mechanisms
• High visibility fabric
• Retro-reflective tape
• Lifting loop
• Buddy line
• Fully approved to the latest amendments in SOLAS Chapter III

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO RED LIF8005

HR AUTO HARNESS RED LIF8007

HR AUTO HARNESS RED WITH HOOD LIF8008

HR AUTO ORANGE PVC LIF8009

HR AUTO HARNESS ORANGE PVC LIF8011

HR AUTO FIRE RETARDENT LIF8013

HR AUTO HARNESS ORANGE PVC LIF8015

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO RED LIF8500

COLOURS AVAILABLE:
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CHALLENGER AQUA JUNIOR 100 
The Aqua Junior 100 is the child’s version in the SOLAS 
range which has been specifically designed to provide a 
comfortable and compact lifejacket that conforms to the 
latest regulations. 

It is much less cumbersome than a foam lifejacket. The jacket 
fits children in the weight range 15Kg to 43Kg and is fitted 
with crotch straps and deck belt as standard for enhanced 
fit & security.

FEATURES
• Twin chamber for improved security
• Stainless steel front buckle fastening
• Buddy line
• Stainless steel deck harness
• Fitted lifting beckets
• Whistle
• Deck belt and crotch straps fitted for child safety
• Hook & loop quick burst cover
• Red Nylon cover
• Lifejacket light fitted
• ICOM AIS compatible

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood
• Lifejacket Lift
• Crotch Strap

CHALLENGER FLEXI-WING 150 
The Flexi-Wing 150 lifejacket has been designed as a dual 
purpose emergency abandonment or constant wear lifejacket. 
The low profile design allows the wearer unrestricted 
movement and full forward and downward vision. 
 
The unique Flexi-Wing design affords the wearer enhanced 
in water performance with higher mouth freeboard and 
improved flotation angles. The interlocking lobe design self 
rights the wearer in under 5 seconds and provides an effective 
wave barrier preventing water from being channelled into 
the airways.

FEATURES
• Interlocking lobe design
• High visibility fabric
• Lightweight and comfortable to wear
• Fully approved to the latest amendments in SOLAS  

Chapter III 2010
• Hook and loop closure
• Twin independent chambers
• Retro-reflective tape
• Whistle
• Lifting becket
• Buddy line
• Abandonment suit compatible

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

AIS
READY

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO HARNESS RED NYLON LIF8090

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO RED NYLON LIF8270

HR AUTO HARNESS RED NYLON LIF8272

HR AUTO STD S/S ORANGE PVC LIF8260

HR AUTO HARNESS ORANGE PVC LIF8262

HR AUTO HARNESS RED WITH HOOD LIF8274

HR AUTO FIRE RETARDENT LIF8264

HR AUTO HARNESS FIRE RETARDENT LIF8266

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

AIS
READY

COLOURS AVAILABLE:
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CHALLENGER WORKSAFE PRO 170 
The Challenger Worksafe lifejacket is designed to be easy to 
don, comfortable and unrestrictive to wear when performing 
heavy manual work.

The Worksafe can also be fitted with a fire retardant cover 
for wear when performing tasks such as welding.
The Challenger Worksafe incorporates an interlocking 
bladder which self-rights the wearer in under five seconds, 
(even if they are unconscious) providing an effective wave 
barrier which prevents water from being channelled into the 
wearers airways.

FEATURES
• 170N buoyancy
• ISO 12402 approved
• Halkey Roberts inflation system
• Wave barrier technology
• Stainless steel front buckle fastening
• Stainless steel D ring (Harness version only)
• Tailored fit
• Fitted lifting becket
• Whistle
• Hook & loop quick burst cover
• Reflective binding on outer cover

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood
• Lifejacket Lift
• Crotch Strap

DESCRIPTION CODE

UM PRO AUTO HARNESS BLACK LIF8232

UM PRO AUTO HARNESS BLACK WITH HOOD LIF8235

UM PRO AUTO BLACK LIF8230

UM PRO AUTO HARNESS BLACK/ ORANGE PVC LIF8236

UM PRO AUTO BLACK/ ORANGE PVC LIF8234

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

FIRING HEAD
WINDOW

AIS
READY

PVC, NYLON OR CLEAR PAINTERS COVERS  ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.

COLOURS AVAILABLE:

CHALLENGER WORKSAFE PRO 300 
The Worksafe Pro 300 lifejacket enhances the performance 
of the standard Worksafe range featuring a slim fit ergonomic 
design with mesh back for increased support and breathability. 
A Neoprene anti abrasion neck comes as standard, further 
enhancing wearer comfort. A storm flap, integral zipped pocket 
and radio attachment strap adds to this feature packed high 
performance lifejacket.

Buoyant to 300 Newtons, it has a super-fast turnover speed 
increasing freeboard and keeping the airways high above the 
water line reducing the possibility of secondary drowning. 
A single removable crotch strap minimises ride-up, further 
improving in-water performance.

FEATURES
• Ergonomically designed
• UML Pro Sensor inflation system
• Harness or non harness options available
• Comfort Neoprene collar
• Stainless steel D ring (Harness version only)
• Radio attachment point
• Easy front donning
• Adjustable fit
• Zip closure with protective storm flap

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood
• Lifejacket Lift
• Crotch Strap

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

FIRING HEAD
WINDOW

AIS
READY

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO BLACK LIF8240

HR AUTO HARNESS BLACK LIF8242

HR AUTO BLACK & ORANGE PVC LIF8246

HR AUTO HARNESS BLACK & ORANGE PVC LIF8248

HR AUTO HARNESS FIRE RETARDENT LIF8266

COLOURS AVAILABLE:
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CHALLENGER WORKSAFE 300 
The Challenger Worksafe lifejacket is designed to be 
easy to don, comfortable and unrestrictive to wear when 
performing heavy manual work.

The Worksafe can also be fitted with a fire retardant 
cover when performing tasks such as welding.

The Challenger Worksafe incorporates the interlocking 
bladder, which self-rights the wearer in under five 
seconds, (even if they are unconscious) and provides an 
effective wave barrier which prevents water from being 
channelled into the wearers airways.

FEATURES
• Stainless steel front buckle fastening
• Tailored fit
• Fitted lifting becket
• Whistle
• Hook & loop quick burst cover
• Reflective binding on outer cover
• AIS compatible

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood
• Lifejacket Lift
• Crotch Strap

CHALLENGER WORKSAFE 170 
The Challenger Worksafe lifejacket is designed to be 
easy to don, comfortable and unrestrictive to wear when 
performing heavy manual work.

The Worksafe can also be fitted with a fire retardant 
cover when performing tasks such as welding.

The Challenger Worksafe incorporates the interlocking 
bladder, which self-rights the wearer in under five 
seconds, (even if they are unconscious) and provides an 
effective wave barrier which prevents water from being 
channelled into the wearers airways.

FEATURES
• ISO 12402 approved
• UML Pro Sensor inflation system
• Harness or non harness options available
• Comfort Neoprene collar
• Stainless steel D ring (Harness version only)
• Firing head window
• Radio attachment point
• Integral crotch strap
• Easy front donning
• Adjustable fit
• Zip closure with protective storm flap

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood
• Lifejacket Lift

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

FIRING HEAD
WINDOW

AIS
READY

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO, RED NYLON LIF8210

HR AUTO HARNESS, RED NYLON LIF8211

HR AUTO STD, ORANGE PVC LIF8213

HR AUTO HARNESS, ORANGE PVC LIF8215

DESCRIPTION CODE

HR AUTO STD RED NYLON LIF8200

HR AUTO HARNESS RED NYLON LIF8205

HR AUTO STD ORANGE PVC LIF8207

HR AUTO HARNESS ORANGE PVC LIF8209

HR AUTO STD FIRE RETARDENT LIF8202

HR AUTO HARNESS FIRE RETARDENT LIF8204

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

ISO
APPROVED

COLOURS AVAILABLE:COLOURS AVAILABLE:

COLOURS AVAILABLE:

PVC, NYLON OR CLEAR PAINTERS COVERS  ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.
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MULLION COMPACT SUPREME 150  
The Compact Supreme 150 heavy duty wipe clean 
lifejacket is ideal for heavy commercial fishing 
applications especially for potters, crabbers, lobster 
fisherman and also suitable for construction workers.

FEATURES
• 172N buoyancy
• High abrasion resistance fabric reinforced with additional 

high abrasion resistance ‘Tektor’ fabric around the sides and 
lower edges of the cover to prevent damage.

• Durable wipe clean PVC reinforcement
• To increase comfort and avoid irritation to the neck there is 

a comfort collar padding to the back of the neck
• Mesh back feature for better stability in wear and in-water, 

improving weight dispersal & reducing pressure on back of 
neck for added comfort

• Concealed zip cover fastening with burst point at centre 
back neck. Added waterproof durable protective cover 
over zip to reduce possibility of water ingress leading to 
inadvertent inflation/ protects zip from abrasion and damage

• Quick release buckle
• Detachable crotch strap
• Operational indicator window
• Service date information window
• EN ISO 12402-3 approved

DESCRIPTION CODE

MULLION COMPACT RED 150N ISO LIFEJACKET LIF1342

ISO
APPROVED

CHALLENGER FERRY PASSENGER 
LIFEJACKET 150N 
The Challenger Ferry Passenger 150N inflatable 
lifejacket has been specifically designed to meet the 
needs of a ferry passenger in an emergency.

Each lifejacket comes in an airtight compact space 
saving foil pouch (25 x 12 x 6cm) with donning 
instructions and is suitable for persons over 30kg.

FEATURES
• 150N buoyancy
• EN396
• Plastic buckle closure
• Compact design
• Single chamber
• Manual Halkey Roberts inflation
• Contained in a foil pouch
• Child’s sizing available

DESCRIPTION CODE

CHALLENGER FERRY PASSENGER ADULTS
150 IN FOIL BAG LIF8520

CHALLENGER FERRY PASSENGER CHILD
100 IN FOIL BAG LIF8522
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MULLION HI TIDE 275 WIPE  
CLEAN ULTRAFIT
Ultrafit horseshoe design 275 Newton single chamber 
inflatable life jacket.

Ideal for heavy duty industrial use with foul weather 
clothing and heavy equipment.

FEATURES
• Durable waterproof fabric
• Durable wipe clean PVC reinforcement
• Double shoulder straps for comfort and reduction of  

weight to the back neck.
• Zip fastening cover
• Stainless steel interlocking belt buckles
• Adjustable waist belt
• Detachable crotch strap
• Integrated deck safety harness approved to EN ISO12401
• Single chamber
• Oral inflation tube
• SOLAS approved retro-reflective tape on bladder
• Red recovery grab strap on bladder marked “LIFT”
• 60g CO2 gas cylinder
• Inflation system
• Marine grade whistle

MULLION HI-RISE SOLAS 275
State of the art SOLAS 275 Newton inflatable 
lifejacket developed according to the new 
SOLAS legislation.

FEATURES
• Durable waterproof fabric
• Double shoulder straps for comfort and reduction of 

weight to the back and neck
• Zip fastening cover
• Stainless steel interlocking belt buckles
• Adjustable waist belt
• Detachable crotch strap
• Front marine grade stainless steel D-ring
• Reflective silver piping on the front
• SOLAS and EN ISO approved
• Twin chamber
• Oral inflation tube for pressure management
• SOLAS approved retro-reflective tape on bladder
• Red recovery grab strap on bladder marked ‘LIFT’
• 2 CO2 gas cylinders
• Whistle
• Buddy line

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

DESCRIPTION CODE

MULLION HI-TIDE RED LIFEJACKET LIF1375

DESCRIPTION CODE

HI RISE SOLAS RED WIPE CLEAN LIF1313
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SPINLOCK DURO SOLAS 275N  
Often used commercially in wind farms, superyachts and oil 
rigs where SOLAS approved lifejackets are required. 
Designed to be worn together with most fall arrest harnesses, 
the DURO SOLAS fits comfortably over layers of workware,  
the unique shape allows freedom of movement and reduced bulk.

FEATURES
• Approved to latest 2010 SOLAS Standard
• Structured shape and body for ultimate comfort & agility
• Heavy duty outer cover
• 275N Buoyancy - Twin Chamber
• Fits and co-ordinates with most fall arrest harness
• Heavy duty zip closure with protective covers
• Single belt adjustment
• Single 40mm wide easy access crotch strap
• Unique bladder shape lifts & supports body when in water
• Automatic inflation – UML Mk 5
• 2 x 60g cylinders
• Floating ‘buddy’ line
• Attachment for Chest Pack
• Pylon™ Lifejacket Light included
• Attachment for optional sprayhood
• Compatible with Lume-On™ lifejacket illumination lights

OPTIONS:
• Sprayhood in Pouch, 
• Lifejacket Light

DESCRIPTION CODE

SPINLOCK DURO SOLAS 275 TWIN CHAMBER LIF8307

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

AIS
READY

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY

COMMODORE 170N
The Kru Commodore lifejacket has been tailored using 
the very latest technology to produce a jacket that can be 
worn for long periods of continuous wear, achieving high 
performance in all conditions.

The unique shape of the Kru Commodore means it is 
extremely comfortable and is sculpted to fit to the body, for 
uninhibited upper body movement. 
 
With a single adjustment side the Commodore is quick and 
easy to don, while a crotch strap provides additional security.

The Kru Commodore features the 170N interlock bladder. 
This offers wave barrier technology for fast, reliable inflation 
with excellent support and in water performance.

FEATURES
• Neoprene comfort collar
• Low profile unrestricted design
• Quick burst YKK zip
• Adjustable webbing strap for tailored fit
• United Moulders inflation system
• Harness version available
• Stainless steel D ring with 2/3 bar closure (harness version only)
• High visibility stitch design
• Interlock bladder with wave barrier technology
• Whistle
• Lifting loop
• 33g cylinder

DESCRIPTION CODE

KRU COMMODORE AUTO NAVY LIF7700

KRU COMMODORE AUTO HARNESS NAVY LIF7701

KRU COMMODORE MANUAL NAVY LIF7702

KRU COMMODORE MANUAL HARNESS NAVY LIF7703

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

LIFEJACKET
LIGHT

AIS
READY

WAVE BARRIER
TECHNOLOGY
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STANDARD FOAM LIFEJACKET 
FEATURES
• Retro-reflective tape EN12402-8
• Approved whistle
• Two belt positions for lifejacket light installation  

(in front or on the side)
• Equipped with belt ending at a plastic hook so that the 

persons wearing it can strap together
• Constructed in accordance to international regulations 

IMO MSC.200(80) & MSC.207(81)

COMPACT FOLDABLE FOAM  
LIFEJACKET 
Designed for merchant ships. When compared 
to classic foldable lifejackets, they take up even 
less space, making them ideal solution for limited 
storage conditions as they can be easily placed even 
under seats. Constructed with SOLAS approved 
reflective tapes, approved whistle, lifting loop, 
crotch strap, buddy line and alternative positions 
for lifejacket light installation.

FEATURES
• Easily stored under the seats
• Retro-reflective tape
• Approved whistle
• Lifting loop
• Buddy line

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

DESCRIPTION CODE

ADULT - FOLDABLE LIF0915

CHILD - FOLDABLE LIF0920

DESCRIPTION CODE

ADULT - 150N (615X385X100MM LIF0875

CHILD - 85N (545X310X95MM) LIF0880

INFANT - 70N (470X295X90MM) LIF0885
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5 X TIMES
LONGER*

More than 40 hours of 
continuous operation

* Compared to 8 hour SOLAS minimum standard

3 X TIMES
BRIGHTER *

More More than 2.5cd of
illumination after 8
hours continuous use
* Compared to 0.75cd SOLAS

minimum standard

DESCRIPTION CODE

AQ40 (LEAD) LIGHT LIF2065

AQ40S (SENSOR) LIGHT WITH FITTED PATCH LIF2070

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

ISO
APPROVED

FEATURES
• Powerful white flashing LED dome light
• Sensor lead (AQ40L) or built in sensor points (AQ40S)
• Functional and simple design
• Fixing clip designed for easy attachment
• Compact design
• Maintenance free five year battery life
• Tamper-proof
• 40 hour operating time

AQUASPEC AQ40 LIFEJACKET LIGHT
This flashing lifejacket light operates 5 times longer 
and 3 times brighter than SOLAS minimum standards, 
automatically activated upon contact with water or 
manually using the button. It is ideal for inflatable 
lifejackets, suitable for both leisure and commercial 
applications.and during any evacuation.The light is easily 
replaced after 5 years.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

• Colour
• Activation
• Dimensions
• Weight
• Battery Type
• Output
• Duration

White LED
Water Auto / Manual
50mm (h) x 22mm (w) x 31mm (d)
39grams (AQ40L) 29 grams (AQ40S)
Lithium
Minimum 2.5cd Light
Minimum 40hrs Light

FEATURES
• Powerful white flashing LED dome light
• Compact design
• Fire-resistant, Oil-resistant, Mould-proof,  

Corrosion-proof & Water-proof

AQUASPEC AQ8A LIFEJACKET LIGHT 
This alkaline battery powered lifejacket light is automatically 
activated upon contact with water and features a manual 
‘off’ button.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

• Colour
• Activation
• Dimensions
• Weight
• Battery Type

White LED
Water Auto / Manual
62.5 (h) x 25.4 (w) x 23.5mm (d) 
38g (including buckle)
Alkaline

Since 1995, AquaSpec has manufactured the most innovative and technologically advanced 
SOLAS marine safety lights in the world. AquaSpec continues its tradition of producing 
high quality products at competitive prices, distributed exclusively by Ocean Safety. 
All products have a five-year shelf-life and are MED approved.

DESCRIPTION CODE

AQUASPEC AUTO LIFE JACKET LIGHT - ALKALINE LIF2072
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DANIAMANT W3 & WR3 LIFEJACKET LIGHT
This light has a special fitting clip design for attachment to a lifejacket so that 
only the ultra-low profile dome is above the fabric on the jacket.
The light is specially designed for lifejackets used on passenger vessels with 
evacuation or chute systems for mass evacuation of passengers. Dan WR3 is 
the recessed version of the Dan W3.

DANIAMANT ALKALINE W4-A LIFEJACKET LIGHT
The Alkaline range meets all the testing requirements of SOLAS and the 
Marine Equipment Directive. This low-profile light is a single compact 
flashing unit. It is manually or water activated. The light is emitted through 
an ultra low profile dome, making the light less susceptible to damage  
during evacuation.

DANIAMANT L7A2 LIFEJACKET LIGHT
The L7A2 light slides into the recessed housing unit which is permanently 
mounted in the life jacket, leaving only the small dome and light visible. The light 
is easily replaced after 5 years. Inserts sold seperately.

DANIAMANT L6-EX & L6A-EX LIFEJACKET LIGHT
The L6A is a one-piece, automatically activated light supplied with a mounting clip. 
The light flashes between 50-70 times per minute and exceeds 0.75 candela light 
output. With a similar build standard to the L6 it meets IMO SOLAS requirements. 
Housed in a waterproof, corrosion and temperature resistant case it has an 
operating life exceeding 8 hours and a unique integrated water sensor switch to 
turn the light off. The L6A is easy to install on most types of lifejackets saving on 
labour costs and it is easily fitted with the unique fitting clip supplied.

DESCRIPTION CODE

DAN W3 AUTOMATIC LIF2200

DAN WR3 AUTOMATIC LIGHT LIF2202

DAN M3 MANUAL LIGHT LIF2205

DESCRIPTION CODE

DAN M4-A WITH BELT CLIP LIF2085

DESCRIPTION CODE

L6M MANUAL LIGHT LIF2103

L6A AUTOMATIC LIGHT LIF2105

L6-EX MANUAL INTRINSICALLY SAFE LIF2115

L6A-EX AUTOMATIC INTRINSICALLY SAFE LIF2118

DESCRIPTION CODE

DAN L7A2 LIGHT LIF2110

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

APOLLO LIFEJACKET LIGHT
This low profile light is a single compact flashing unit. It is manually activated by 
pressing the switch on the front of the light and automatically when in water, it 
can be turned off manually if required. 

The light is emitted through an ultra low profile dome, making the light less 
susceptible to damage during evacuation.

DESCRIPTION CODE

OS - W3 light LIF2080

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

ISO
APPROVED
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Typhoon International has been established since 1947 and have developed a reputation for providing exceptionally high 
quality marine products. Typhoon continues to research the latest in fabrics, textiles and components to continually
develop its range, using the latest technologies available to manufacture products that offer the upmost in protection and 
wearer confidence.

Typhoon’s unique range of products have been supplied many organisations who work in or near water both within the
UK and Worldwide including Defence, Water and Environmental Organisations, Coastguards, Fire Brigades, Police 
services, local authorities and specialised SAR groups.

By utilising Typhoon’s expertise and capacity, they can offer wide range of bespoke and off the shelf products. Typhoon 
also has the capabilities to offer rapid prototyping, and the creation of samples within a short period of time, alongside the 
facilitation of alterations including logo personalisation, pocket placement and made to measure sizes.
The product range boasts the following accreditations:

• ISO 9001: 2008
• EASA
• SOLAS APPROVED – products and manufacturing in marine survival
• DOT and CE

In addition, all the products are continuously checked throughout the production process, including a performance test 
before they leave the factory. Typhoon continually strive to bring you the most technically advanced products, and for this 
reason some products featured in this brochure may change in specification. 

www.typhoon-int.co.uk   |  sales@typhoon-int.co.uk  |  +44 (0)1642 486104



TYPHOON SOLAS WOSS SUIT  
The constant wear drysuit for marine working 
environments. Designed specifically for long periods of 
use in the most challenging environments. It features a 
high visibility yellow top and reflective tape.

FEATURES
• SOLAS approved
• Integrated mitts and hood
• Fabric socks
• Diagonal self-don zip
• PU reinforced knees and seat
• Double taped crotch strap
• Removable internal braces
• Elasticated waist
• Flat pocket
• Heavy duty wellington boots option
• Reflective cuff tape
• Glideskin (Neoprene) neck and cuff seals available on request 

at an additional charge 

SIZES:
XS, S, SM, M, L, LM, LB, XL, XXL, XXXL, MB, LB & Made To Measure

THE TYPHOON WOSS IS 
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE 
FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
BREATHABLE
Quadply top yellow and Clotex bottom in black : 
 XS, S, SM, M, LM, L, LB, XL, XXL, XXXL & MTM 

PATROLMANS
All black Quadply top and Clotex bottom. Made to order ideal for 
law enforcement/ government agency applications :  
XS, X, XM, M, MB, LM, L, LB, XL, XXL & MTM 
 
NYLON WOSS - N100N
Hard wearing suit for more demanding tasks. Yellow top and black 
bottom. Made to order only:  
XS, X, SM, M, MB, LM, L, LB, XL, XXL, XXXL & MTM

All of the above are available with Glideskin Neoprene neck 
and cuff seals as well as various footwear. 
Please contact the sales team for more informtion.

When ordering, add XS, S, SM, M, MB, LM, L, LB, XL, XXL, XXXL, 
MB, LB or MTM after code to determine size requirement.

DESCRIPTION CODE

TYPHOON SOLAS WOSS SUIT LIF0690

DESCRIPTION CODE

WOSS SUIT, BREATHABLE LIF0692

WOSS SUIT, PATROLMAN LIF0694

WOSS SUIT,NYLON WOSS-N100N LIF0696

When ordering, add XS, S, SM, M, L, LM, 
LB, XL, XXL, XXXL, MB, LB or MTM 

after code to determine size requirement.

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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INTREPID MK1 INSULATED SUIT  
An emergency abandonment suit for the commercial 
and military market. Designed as a single use garment 
to ensure personnel can evacuate stricken vessels in an 
emergency and aid survival until rescue.

FEATURES:
• SOLAS approved
• 150cm2 retro-reflective tape on the hood
• Full face seal
• 5mm Neoprene (4-way stretch)
• Fire retardant
• Large offset zip
• Tailored design
• Integral 5 fingered gloves and Neoprene mitts
• Buddy line
• Tough rubber soles
• Grab bag dimensions: 75 x 29cm
• Packed weight: 3.3kg
 
SIZES:
Universal & XL

WESSEX UNINSULATED 
SURVIVAL SUIT 
The Intrepid MK8 suit is easy to use, low cost and 
lightweight, this emergency abandonment suit is designed 
to accommodate all sizes.

FEATURES:
• SOLAS approved
• Full face seal
• Large offset zip for quick donning
• Complete with a zipper pouch
• Allows donning when wearing boots

SIZES:
Universal &  XL

DESCRIPTION CODE

UNIVERSAL (65-95KG) LIF0660

EXTRA LARGE (95KG+) LIF0662

DESCRIPTION CODE

UNIVERSAL (65-95KG) LIF0600

EXTRA LARGE (95KG+) LIF0657

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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MULLION SMART 1A SUIT
The Smart SOLAS suit 1A is a semi-dry suit which 
provides optimum features and flexibility as a 
working suit combined with a full approval as a 
SOLAS Immersion + Anti-Exposure suit offering 
multifunctional use or emergency abandonment 
situation.

Gives 0.41 CLO thermal protection value which 
provides approximate predicted protection times  
as follows:
• watertemp. <5°C: 1,5h protection
• watertemp. 5°C - 10°C : 2,5h protection
• watertemp. 10°C - 15°C : 4,0h protection
• watertemp. >15°C: 6,0h protection 

FEATURES:
• Inherent buoyancy in excess of 80N
• Fully waterproof
• SOLAS/IMO approved retro reflective tape
• Neoprene 5 fingered gloves stored in the sleeve pockets
• Inset neoprene wrist seals and neck seal
• Neoprene boots
• Additional neoprene hood for use in an abandonment situation

When ordering, add S, M, L, XL after code to 
determine size requirement.

MULLION X6 SUIT 
FEATURES
• 91N buoyancy
• Extra foam boosters on the chest to give optimum buoyancy 

protection and wind chill resistance
• High collar + extra protective chin strap with touch and  

close fastening
• High-visibility yellow adjustable insulated peaked hood, with 

built-in chin and face protection stowed in collar
• ID pocket on sleeve and extra pocket on right arm for  

strobe light
• No chest pockets to minimize snagging hazards
• Fully waterproof outer fabric + taped seams
• Reinforcement panels added to knees and seat area
• Inner adjustable Neoprene wrist seals

DESCRIPTION CODE

MULLION SMART 1A SUIT MUL0600

DESCRIPTION CODE

JACKET MUL1400

TROUSERS MUL1450

SUIT MUL1500

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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MULLION NORTH SEA SUIT 
The North Sea one piece suit is a waterproof constant 
wear floatation suit tested according to ISO 15027: Class 
D for 2 hours thermal protection in cold water. Other 
colourways available.

FEATURES:
• Anti-flushing straps to arms & legs
• Adjustable insulated peaked hood
• 2 lower hip pockets with fleece handwarmer
• 1 Napoleon pocket under storm flap
• Zip closure + gusset at leg for ease of donning over boots
• 74N buoyancy (Size L) 

Also available as a two piece option.
When ordering, add S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL after code to determine 
size requirement.

MULLION X5000 JACKET & 
TROUSERS 
The X5000 combination is a highly breathable, 
lightweight set aimed specifically for active use without 
discomfort or restricted movement.
This fully waterproof combination optimises wearer 
comfort.

FEATURES:
• High adjustable collar + detachable (zipped), adjustable insulated, 

peaked hood + chin strap for optimum face protection
• Additional ventilation system at underarms and across upper 

back & chest
• Elasticated waist + waistbelt for comfort of fit
• Multiple storage pockets both internally and externally

When ordering, add S, M, L, XL after code to determine size 
requirement.

DESCRIPTION CODE

MULLION NORTH SEA SUIT MUL0740

DESCRIPTION CODE

JACKET MUL1800

TROUSERS MUL1850

SUIT MUL1900
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MULLION AQUAFLOAT 
SUPERIOR SUIT 
The Aquafloat suit is a constant wear flotation suit tested 
according to ISO 15027 Class D for 2 hours thermal 
protection in cold water.

FEATURES:
• 74N buoyancy (Size L)
• Reinforcement panels added to knees and seat area
• High collar + extra protective chin strap with touch and close 

fastening. High-visibility yellow adjustable insulated peaked hood, 
with built-in chin and face protection stowed in collar

• ID pocket on the chest
• Fully waterproof outer fabric + taped seams
• Anti-flushing straps to arms and legs with easy grip pull tabs + 

retro-reflective tape
• Front zip closure under double stormflap with touch & close 

fastening
• 2 patch chest pockets with water repellent flaps + marine grade 

whistle
• 1 Napoleon pocket under storm flap
• 2 lower hip pockets with fleece handwarmer
• Zip closure + gusset at leg for ease of donning over boots
• Adjustable waist belt and elasticated back waist
• SOLAS approved retro-reflective tape on hood, chest and shoulder
• Inner adjustable Neoprene wrist seals
• 2 hours thermal protection
 
When ordering, add S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL after code to determine 
size requirement.

THERMAL PROTECTIVE AID (TPA)
Easy to use, low cost and lightweight, this emergency 
abandonment suit is designed to accommodate all sizes.

FEATURES
• Designed with heat sealed  

seams to provide protection to a  
temperature of minus 30oC

• Designed to fit all 
• Soft pack - flexible
• Packed size: 13.3x17.8x3.2cm

DESCRIPTION CODE

MULLION AQUAFLOAT SUPERIOR SUIT MUL0900

DESCRIPTION CODE

THERMAL PROTECTIVE AID SUR0140

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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OCEAN SIGNAL SAFESEA E100G EPIRB
Ocean Signal has developed the SafeSea E100G to meet 
the needs of all commercial, fishing and leisure vessels.  
All models are fitted with a 121.5MHz homing beacon used 
for close-in location of vessels in distress.

FEATURES:
• SOLAS approved
• Operates in the 406MHz satellite band
• Incorporates a state of the art 50 channel GPS receiver for fast 

and accurate position acquisition
• Extreme battery life even at low temperatures
• In excess of 96 hours operation
• Easy release mounting bracket as standard
• Optional manual and automatic release housings available
• LED strobe light for additional impact especially at night
• User replaceable batteries with five year replacement  

interval (Non hazardous)
• Meets or exceeds all International standards

AUTOMATIC RELEASE 
HOUSING

EPIRB MOUNTED WITH
HYDROSTATIC RELEASE

DESCRIPTION CODE

E100G EPIRB (GPS) CAT 2 EPI3210

E100G EPIRB (GPS) CAT 1 EPI3260

E100 EPIRB HRU EPI5120

Ocean Signal is a worldwide leader in the design and manufacture of Satellite and Terrestrial 
Emergency Rescue Beacons based upon VHF/UHF, Iridium, DSC, AIS, GNSS and battery 
technologies. Supplying products throughout the world to four main markets: – Commercial 
Marine, Leisure Marine, Governmental/Military and Land/Recreational.

Ocean Signal products are designed to meet or exceed the technical requirements of the 
International Maritime Organisation (SOLAS), International Electrotechnical Commission  
standards, European Directives and Decisions, United States Coastguard standards as well as 
many other applicable national and international rules.

SAFESEA S100 SART
The Ocean Signal SafeSea S100 is an X-band radar transponder 
which complies with IMO SOLAS regulations. It assists in 
rescue and recovery providing an enhanced target in response 
to radars operating in the vicinity. When switched on the S100 
remains in standby mode until automatically activated by a 
ship’s X-band radar.

FEATURES:
• Superior battery life – even at -20°C (Temperature range -20°C to +55°C)
• Non Hazardous battery for shipping purposes
• Five year replacement interval
• Compact size for easy liferaft packing
• Supplied with telescopic pole and easy to release mounting bracket

OCEAN SIGNAL ATB1 AIS 
CL ASS B TR ANSPONDER 
The Ocean Signal ATB1 AIS Transponder unit, 
incorpores the “Self Organing Time Division Multiple 
Access (SOTDMA)” scheme that increases your visibility. 
The fully compliant ATB1 clas B AIS Transponder is the 
latest addition of sea-safety equipment developed & 
manufactured in the UK for the maritime market.

FEATURES

• Increased visibility to other vessels
• FREE user-friendly mobile app for set up
• WiFi, USB, NMEA 0183 and NMEA 2000® connectivity
• Simple to install and use
• Superior internal 99 channel GPS receiver
• Supplied with external mount GPS antenna

DESCRIPTION CODE

ATB1 CLASS B AIS TRANSCEIVER EPI3400

DESCRIPTION CODE

SAFE SEA S100 SART EPI3295
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OCEAN SIGNAL M100/ M100X 
MARITIME SURVIVOR 
LOCATOR DEVICE
The M100 and M100X MSLD (Maritime Survivor Locating 
Device) is designed to meet the needs of the professional 
marine market and its offshore workers. The M100 and 
M100X can be easily fitted to a life jacket or immersion 
suit and will automatically activate on inflation of the jacket 
or on submersion when fitted to the suit.  
Once activated the M100 and M100X will transmit an alert 
to all AIS receivers and AIS enabled plotters in the vicinity. 
The M100X is designed to meet the European ATEX 
directive and IECEx approval for use in zone 2 explosive 
atmospheres.

FEATURES:
• Designed for automatic activation in life jacket or  

immersion suit
• AIS transmission for position plotting
• 121.5MHz transmission for homing
• M100 ATEX & IECEx Zone 2  

(For use in explosive atmospheres)
• >12 hours transmission
• 66 channel GPS (fast accurate positioning)
• 2 year warranty* (*Subject to warranty statement)

• 5 year battery life

OCEAN SIGNAL RESCUEME 
MOB1 AIS UNIT
The RescueMe MOB1 is intended to be installed within the 
lifejacket and will activate automatically on inflation, sending 
first alert within 15 seconds. In an emergency RescueME 
MOB1 provides two methods of rapidly communicating your 
location back to the vessel, plus providing visual indication.

FEATURES:
• Automatic activation
• Simple lifejacket integration
• 7 year battery life
• 24+ hours operational life
• 5 year warranty
• 66 channel GPS - Fast accurate positioning
• AIS Provides accurate positional information on the vessel’s  

chart plotter plus the distance and bearing of the person(s)  
in the water.

• Integrated DSC transmitter
• High intensity strobe - To maximise visibility in low light conditions

OCEAN SIGNAL RESCUEME PLB1
The ultra-compact RescueMe PLB1 can be easily fitted 
into your lifejacket or onto a belt, taking up minimal 
space and ensuring it is readily accessible.

FEATURES:
• 30% smaller
• 7 year battery life
• 7 year warranty
• 66 channel GPS - Fast accurate positioning
• No subscription
• Waterproof to 15m
• Easily deployed antenna
• Flotation pouch included Ensuring the PLB1 will not sink and can be 

retrieved from the water
• 406MHz - Link via satellite to Emergency Services
• 121.5MHz Homing Beacon to aid location by Search & Rescue
• High intensity strobe to maximise visibility in low light conditions

DESCRIPTION CODE

RESCUEME M100 EPI3180

RESCUEME M100X EPI3185

DESCRIPTION CODE

RESCUEME MOB1 EPI3100

DESCRIPTION CODE

RESCUEME PLB1 EPI3110
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OCEAN SIGNAL 
SAFESEA V100 
GMDSS
This emergency telephone has 3 
set channels of 3, 6 & 16.

FEATURES:
• Lithium polymer rechargeable 

battery option available with 
rapid charger, for everyday use

• Fully waterproof, even 40°C 
thermal shock

• High efficiency transmitter for 
maximum battery life

• Rugged design exceeds GMDSS 
environmental requirements

• Lithium primary battery for 
emergency use

• Novel battery protection tab 
protects from inadvertent use

• Battery classified as  
non-hazardous for shipment

INMARSAT ISAT 
PHONE
The IsatPhone 2 offers satellite 
telephony, with Bluetooth for 
or hands-free use, voicemail and 
text & email messaging. 
The IsatPhone 2 is extremely 
user-friendly; with focus on easy 
connectivity and fast registration, 
you’ll be ready to make a call in 
less than 45 seconds. 

FEATURES:
• Dependable connectivity
• High voice quality
• Voicemail, text & email messaging
• Extended battery capacity
• Assistance button – sends GPS 

location data and text to pre-set 
emergency number

• Tracking – sends location 
information

• Bluetooth for hands-free use
• Incoming call alerts with  

antenna stowed
• Ergonomic & ruggedised handset

ICOM IC- GM1600E-
GMDSS
The IC-GM1600E marine VHF 
handheld has been designed
for GMDSS compliant survival 
craft communications.

FEATURES:
• Waterproof to IP-XF specifications
• High capacity BP-234 Lithium 

battery providing up to 8 hours 
operation even at -20°C

• Large keypad with positive button 
action for easy operation while 
wearing gloves

• Wide viewing angle LCD display
• Easy to operate, even for an 

unskilled operator
• Highly visible yellow coloured 

bodyBattery classified as  
non-hazardous for shipment

ICOM IC-F3202DEX /
F4202DEX SERIES
The IC-F3202DEX/F4202DEX 
ATEX digital two way radio series 
meets IEC Ex/ATEX based I/S 
specifications for the oil, mining 
and chemical industries.

FEATURES:
• 16 memory channels with channel 

announcement function
• BIIS 1200 PTT ID transmission
• DTMF autodial
• Three programmable buttons 

(including emergency red button)
• Low electrical resistivity body; 

Carrying case is not required
• Up to 21 hours* operating time 

with BP-277EX  
* 5:5:90 duty cycle with Power save

• Optional waterproof speaker-
microphone, HM-203EX

DESCRIPTION CODE

V100 & LITHIUM BATTERY VHF1000

V100 & LITHIUM BATTERY + 
CHARGER KIT AND RECHARGABLE 

POLYMER BATTERY
VHF1002

DESCRIPTION CODE

INMARSAT ISAT PHONE VHF0450

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-GM1600E VHF0110

LITHIUM REPLACEMENT BATTERY VHF0112

DESCRIPTION CODE

ICOM IC-F3202 DEX VHF VHF0515

ICOM IC-F4202 DEX UHF VHF0520

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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ICOM IC-M506 - GE
The IC-M506GE is packed full of features including integrated AIS 
receiver and GPS receiver built-in, NMEA2000 connectivity, ‘Last Call’ 
voice recording function, ‘Active Noise Cancelling’ technology plus 
Icom’s new intuitive menu-driven user interface and large dot matrix 
display making it really easy to use.

FEATURES:
• Integrated AIS receiver
• NMEA2000 connectivity for AIS
• Last call voice recording
• Active noise cancelling
• Intuitive menu-driven user interface
• 25W two-way hailer
• Built-in horn (Automatic & Manual)
• ITU class D DSC (Meets ITU-R M493-13)
• Rear microphone version (ask for details)
• IPX8 advanced waterproof
• 15W audio output power (with external speaker)
• AquaQuake™ draining function for clear audio
• Optional voice scrambler, UT-112 for private conversation

ICOM MA-500TR
The IC-MA500TR is a compact, waterproof Class B AIS transponder 
that actively notifies other vessels of your exact position, thus increasing 
your safety at sea.

FEATURES:
• Integrated AIS receiver
• NMEA2000 connectivity for AIS
• Last call voice recording
• Active noise cancelling
• Intuitive menu-driven user interface
• 25W two-way hailer
• Built-in horn (Automatic & Manual)
• ITU class D DSC (Meets ITU-R M493-13)
• 15W audio output power (with external speaker)
• AquaQuake™ draining function for clear audio
• Optional voice scrambler, UT-112 for private conversation

DESCRIPTION CODE

MA-500TR VHF0745

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-M506-GE WITH AIS VHF0249

IC-M506-GE  NON  AIS VHF0259

The name ICOM is synonymous the world over with the manufacture of high-quality marine communication 
equipment for a wide range of operators and vessels.  ICOM’s expertise also covers commercial marine radio 
solutions for the maritime environment including Class A GMDSS “Wheel Mark” VHF and HF radios as well
as other marine VHF, AIS, ATEX, IP and two-way radio solutions.

GMDSS
These products cover all aspects of the voice communications required 
by GMDSS.

ICOM GM600 GMDSS VHF TRANSCEIVER WITH 
CLASS A DSC

The GM600 is designed for Class A DSC operation and provides 
a complete GMDSS VHF communication system as required for 
Commercial SOLAS regulated vessels engaging in international voyages. 
The GM600 meets the Marine Equipment Directive 2014/90/EU “wheel 
mark” approval for European merchant ships.

ICOM PS310 ISOLATING PSU 

The optional DC-DC converter PS-310 supplies a stable 12.6 V of power 
to the GM600 from either a 12 V or 24 V power source (depending on 
version) and provides a floating ground connection.  
The PS-310 protects the radio from momentary power interruption.

ICOM GM800 GMDSS HF/MF TRANSCEIVER 
WITH CLASS A DSC 

The GM800 MF/HF Transceiver is designed for Class A DSC operation and 
provides a complete GMDSS MF/HF communication system for Commercial 
SOLAS regulated vessels. Note: The vessel needs to be grounded / earthed 
before fitting, which needs to be do when the boat is out the water.  
The backstay can be used as the MF/HF aerial.

DESCRIPTION CODE

GMDSS PACKAGE

ICOM GM600 GMDSS VHF VHF0400

ICOM PS310 ISOLATING PSU VHF0410

ICOM GM800 GMDSS HF/MF VHF0450

INMARSAT ISAT PHONE VHF0450

IC-GM1600E VHF0110

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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ICOM IC-M73E
The IC-M73EURO is a powerful marine 
handheld that features IPX8 submersion 
rating, 6 watts high output, long battery  
life and a compact ergonomic body 
amongst many other features.

Ideal for all leisure and commercial 
customers who want a solid, dependable 
handheld VHF that they can rely on.

ICOM IC-M93D EURO
The IC-M93D EURO VHF/DSC handheld 
radio is the successor to the popular 
IC-M91D. Stylish and slim, this new Icom 
handheld contains an abundance of features

FEATURES
• 2.3inch large high visibility LCD screen
• Slimmest* buoyant DSC radio *as of July 2016

• Meets ITU-R M.493-13 Class D DSC with a 
dedicated DSC receiver for CH70

• Intuitive user interface
• Float’n Flash and MOB auto set function
• Rapid Charger and Li-ion battery pack as 

standard
• Active noise cancelling technology
• Integrated GNSS receiver
• Navigation function from current position 

to specified waypoint
• IPX7 submersible (1m depth for 30 minutes)
• AquaQuake draining function emits a 

vibrating sound and clears water away from 
the speaker grill.

ICOM IC-M35
A buoyant, rugged marine handheld with 
clear audio boost function.

FEATURES
• IPX7 waterproof protection -  

1m depth for 30 minutes
• AQUASHAKE draining function
• 6W RF high power output and 700mW 

audio output
• Dual/Tri-watch functions with  

Auto scan function
• Instant access to Ch 16 or 

programmable call channel
• Optional battery case for use  

with alkaline cells

ICOM IC-F52D/F62D 
SERIES DIGITAL TWO 
WAY RADIO SERIES
Expanding Icom’s new range of IDAS 
digital two-way radios is the IC-F52D 
series, a compact, waterproof radio with 
advanced features. The IC-F52D series is 
exceptionally compact and smaller in size 
than Icom’s hugely popular IC-F51/IC-
F51V analogue series. It is also waterproof 
and dustproof and ideal for the outdoor 
environment.

ICOM IC-M85E
Designed with particular emphasis on 
commercial use the IC-M85E is a high class 
business marine handheld that meets both 
marine and simple Private Business Radio 
(PBR) - An appropriate licence will be 
required.

FEATURES
• Private Business Radio (PBR) function
• Tough, water resistant construction
• Li-ion battery for extra long life
• Water resistant speaker-microphone
• Powerful 5 watt output power
• 22 free channels for PMR use
• Desktop charger supplied
• Meets military standard requirements

ICOM IC-M73 PLUS
The IC-M73PLUS meets the same high 
standards as the IC-M73E, with the addition 
of two new important features;  
a new voice recording function and ICOM’s 
active noise cancelling technology.

FEATURES
• Last call voice recording
• Active noise cancelling technology
• Bass boost function
• 700mW loud audio
• 6W FR output power
• IPX8 advanced waterproofing
• Wide viewing angle LCD screen
• AquaQuake water draining function - 

ejects water from the speaker grill with 
low frequency sound

• Favourite channel and tag scan function
• Rapid charger BC-210
• Slim body

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-M73E VHF0169

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-M93D EURO VHF0167

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-M35 VHF0151

12 V CHARGER VHF0127

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-F52D VHF0550

IC-F62D VHF0560

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-M85E VHF0140

12 V CHARGER VHF0132

DESCRIPTION CODE

IC-M73PLUS VHF0168

IC-F52D IC-F62D
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OVERBOARD RECOVERY
We have worked closely with major companies in the Oil and offshore industry to provide recovery solutions to working 
vessels, as well as assisting with offshore trials and crew training. Our knowledge of MOB applications, coupled with years 
of working in the offshore industry means we can offer suitable products to meet your exacting requirements.



Dacon is a Norwegian company that have been established since 1979 as a major
supplier of rescue and inspection equipment. Their systems have been widely accepted 
within the shipping, offshore oil and gas industries.

ISO
APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

DACON RESCUE SCOOP
The Dacon Rescue Scoop is a powered rescue system 
for recovery of casualties from the water directly 
on board larger rescue vessels. It is a semi-rigid, 
manoeuvrable rescue net which is operated by a 
standard deck crane.

The Dacon Rescue Scoop is available in various models 
to fit vessels of all types and sizes. The equipment 
has been fitted to standby- and supply vessels in the 
offshore industry, as well as work boats and windfarm 
service vessels, etc, through the past 15 years.

MODELS AVAIL ABLE:
• RSA - Offshore Model
• RSB - SAR, Utility Vessels
• RSC - Small SAR, Pilots, etc 

FEATURES:
• Power-assisted method of recovering able or disabled persons  

from the sea
• Standard equipment on most standby vessels in the North Sea  

and North Atlantic
• Provides a means of recovery in rough weather with limited  

risk for the crew
• Enables rescue of an unconscious person with limited crew on  

smaller vessels in rough weather

DACON RESCUE BASKET
The Dacon Rescue Basket is one of the most durable 
and stable rescue basket on the market.

CAPACIT Y:
• 8 persons/800 kg
• Test load: 3000 kg. Evenly distributed load
• Efficient equipment in situations with multiple persons  

in distress
• Easy “float in” entry into the basket
• Heavy duty materials for long service life
• Satisfies class & flag state requirements for  

“temporary refuge in the sea” 5 Year Warranty
• Intuitive use, no instructions required
• Satisfies Class & Flag State requirements 
SAFET Y
The basket is completely padded for protection of 
occupants, large float in the mast prevents capsizing 
and net covered sides for safety.

• Diameter: 2945 mm
• Height: 2800 mm
• Height mast folded 765 mm
• Weight: 155 kg

DESCRIPTION CODE

DACON RESCUE BASKET RB300 DAC3010

Please call with your freeboard, desired width 
and connection point details.
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DACON RESCUE FRAME
Man Overboard Recovery System for smaller 
rescue crafts.

The Dacon Rescue Frame consists of a number of 
parallel fibre glass bars connected by slotted webbing. 
The outer bar is equipped with flotation, a manoeuvring 
stick and hand-loops for easy grip. When deployed, 
the Rescue Frame hangs down the freeboard forming 
a cradle in the water.  The casualty is positioned in the 
cradle and gently rolled onboard by lifting the grip bar or 
the retrieval lines.

With the optional hydraulic drum and davit, recovery can 
be performed single-handed. Available for any freeboard 
height. The system stows in a minimum of space. Simple, 
effective and inexpensive.

Please call with your freeboard, desired width 
and connection point details.                  
*Conditions apply

FEATURES:

• No mandatory service intervals
• Visual inspection by crew only
• Built to last
• Rescue frame usually outlives the boat
• Compact dimensions when stowed
• Standard FRC model: 180 x 20 x 20 cm, 12kg
• Standard models 180 cm long for full horizontal body support
• Production allows for any dimension required
• 5 Year Warranty
• Intuitive use, no instructions required
• Satisfies Class & Flag State requirements
• Doubles as scrambling net, stretcher and boarding ladder
• Attractive Price
• Close to 30 years track record in the harsh North Sea

DACON RESCUE DUMMY
The Dacon Rescue Dummy was developed to provide a 
realistic training dummy for water rescue.

While providing training on various rescue equipment 
provided to customers we often came across makeshift 
dummies made of filled coveralls or others with very 
light weight and low resemblance to a real body.

As a response we developed a training dummy with 
the following key features:

• Realistic height (1,9 m) and weight (up to 85 kg)
• Realistic joints that restrict the movement of the limbs in 

much the same way as human limbs
• Extremely rugged - It will survive a drop from Heli-Deck on a 

platform and just about any abuse
• Adjustable to float horizontally or vertically in the water
• Drainable for lighter weight during transport or storage
• The Dacon Rescue Dummy is in use on ships and in training 

centres all over the world as well as fire departments, police, 
diver training and many others.

DESCRIPTION CODE

DACON RESCUE DUMMY DAC2000

Please call with your freeboard, desired width 
and connection point details.
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EMBARKATION &  
PILOT LADDER 
These wooden pilot ladders are deliverable in different sizes. Both the 
embarkation and pilot ladders are MCA Approved and made from real and 
synthetic rope. The ladders are made by threading and fixing a series of 
hardwood, machined steps, each approximately 500mm x 110mm, onto 
two pairs of 28-30mm diameter ropes, and binding each step to the ropes 
at 350mm intervals.

At a maximum interval of 8 steps, the standard step is replaced by a 
spreader, which is an elongated version of the standard machined step, 
with a minimum length of 1.8 m.  

The spreader’s function is to prevent the ladder from twisting in the 
prevailing weather conditions when in use.

The lowest four steps of the ladder are normally made from a synthetic or 
composite resin, which is more resistant than hardwood to the interaction 
between the host vessel and the pilot boat coming alongside. 

Because the decks of most commercial ships are far above the waterline, 
pilots and others who need to come aboard at sea can usually only do so if 
a pilot ladder is put out. 

When not being used, the ladder is stowed away (usually rolled up) rather 
than left hanging.

Please call with your freeboard, desired width and connection 
point details.

PILOT L ADDER REGUL ATIONS:
As from the 21st July 2011 all ladders sold to or purchased by European Registered Vessels are required to be manufactured to BS ISO 799 2004 MED 
Annex A.1/4.49. Previous IMO Instruments did not include specific requirements for prototype and component testing. This is deemed necessary to ensure 
conformity and performance. Ladders to these requirements must bear the MED Ship’s Wheel Mark and come with a declaration of conformity.

ISO
APPROVED

GLOBAL SERVICE 
NETWORK

RUTH LEE MAN OVERBOARD 
TRAINING MANIKIN
Designed to be used for the following scenarios: Man overboard search 
and rescue exercises in the open ocean, streams, lakes or other inland 
waterways. 

Ruth Lee manikins are designed to represent the correct anatomic weight 
distribution of a real person, to ensure that your training is as realistic and 
as effective as possible.

Used by the Emergency services inc. RNLI & Coastguard, UK/US Navy, 
NATO forces to name but a few.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Floats horizontally, vertically or at 45 degrees, to simulate a live person or dead body - 

achieved by redistributing foam pieces within the overalls in a matter of seconds
• The tough nylon mesh carcass allows the water to penetrate quickly, allowing the legs to 

drop beneath the surface, leaving only the head and shoulders visible, if desired
• Dry weight 40Kg (Adult) increases to approximately 65Kg retrieval weight from water
• Bright orange overalls and SOLAS reflective tape on the head make the manikin highly visible
• Strong webbing loop at the back allows easy handling, storage and suspension for drying
• Built in Polypropylene strips allow flexibility in the water but prevent the manikin from 

bending in half when using recovery devices such as a Jason’s Cradle
• Comes complete with overalls and boots, which are easily replaced if damaged

DESCRIPTION CODE

RUTH LEE RESCUE MANAKIN SAF7000
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The Jason’s Cradle® MOB system is used globally in every military, 
commercial, rescue, and leisure area within the marine sector and is a 
multi function access, rescue and retrieval device.

AVAIL ABLE T YPES

• The standard unit is suitable for most vessels with up to 3m freeboard and is offered in 3 width options
• The FRC Kit is suitable for all Fast Rescue Craft and is offered in two width options
• The Rescue Stretcher unit is suitable for high sided vessels, diver recovery and quayside rescue and is offered in two sizes.
• The scramble net is suitable for high sided vessels, rescue zones and mass recovery/evacuation

Why do I need it?
Jason’s Cradle® is designed to retrieve people quickly and horizontally from the water, thus reducing the possibilities 
of “Hydrostatic shock”.

The horizontal lift for a MOB has now become critical in the modern marine world and by using the Jason’s Cradle®, 
not only is this achievable, but it is one of the safest and quickest methods of retrieval for conscious and / or 
unconscious casualties. Using Jason’s Cradle® as your preferred MOB recovery system allows operators to retrieve 
casualties who are unable to assist themselves due to injury, or high freeboard.

Please call with your freeboard, desired width and connection point details.

FRC KIT RESCUE STRETCHER

SCRAMBLE NET STANDARD UNIT
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All Fibrelight maritime safety products are manufactured in the UK; 
they are constructed using carbon fibre (or occasionally fibreglass) rods 
enclosed in flanged tubular webbing which together create an incredibly 
strong structure. Fibrelight products are used globally by cruise lines, 
workboats, fishermen, navies, Special Forces, emergency services and the 
outdoor activity and rescue communities.
 
Fibrelights product range include cradles and ladders which are made to 
order and therefore can be made to almost any length according to  
your needs. 

FIBRELIGHT CRADLE
The Fibrelight Cradle is a marine safety device designed for man overboard recovery. The Fibrelight Cradle can also 
serve as a boarding ladder, scramble net and stretcher. The Fibrelight Cradle is lighter, more compact, and more 
versatile than any comparable devices on the market. The cradle has no working parts and therefore does not require 
servicing; the only requirements are regular inspections by the ships crew and minimal maintenance.
The cradle can also be easily rolled and stowed.

INFO
The carbon fibre rods are enclosed in flanged tubular webbing, when fitted and sewn at right angles between the double 
thickness pockets of a second webbing an incredibly strong structure is created.  
Fibrelight Cradles are available in lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 metres and are 1.3 metres wide. Larger sizes are available 
for bespoke requests. The Cradles come as standard in orange/red but black or olive drab are available on request.

KEY FEATURES
• SOLAS approved
• Lightweight; up to 50% lighter than competitors
• Compact and easy to stow
• Long Life and 3 years manufacturers warranty
• Easy to use
• No annual servicing requirement
• No parts to corrode or degrade in sea water

Please call with your freeboard, desired width 
and connection point details.

EXTR AS
When purchasing the cradle the following additional extras are offered…
• Attachment slings to allow adjustments between the spacing’s on 

attachment points.
• Extendable pole & hook to assist with recover
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The Fibrelight Emergency Ladder is a ‘Means of Embarkation’ and life saving device accepted by the MCA (UK flag) to 
be used on all vessel types. The ladder is a strong durable device in use across the world on merchant ships, offshore 
support vessels, navy warships, super yachts and on land in overhead cranes. 
The emergency ladder can be carried and deployed by a single person, as it is both lightweight and straightforward to 
use. It is a standard width of 600mm and is produced in lengths of 2 - 65 metres, in either Orange or Black.  
The ladder contains no metal parts and therefore is suitable for deployment on vessels or platforms with fire risks.
The ladders are constructed using carbon fibre rods enclosed in flanged tubular webbing. 
ISO 799 strength test, as part of the SOLAS approval programme, required successive rungs to be loaded to over 
900kgs and sustained for one minute without failure. The construction has also been tested and approved for thermal 
ageing, weathering, UV light, oil resistance and practical performance. The recommended ladder length for a vessel is 
to be the Freeboard height plus 20% to allow for listing.

Please call with your freeboard, desired width  
and connection point details.

KEY FEATURES
• MCA accepted
• Lightweight
• Portable
• Can be loaded in either direction
• No annual servicing required
• 3 years manufactured warranty
• Tested and approved for use in arctic conditions of up to -68°C

EXTR AS
• Attachment Slings - to convert the ladder from  

3 - point linkage to 2 or 1 - point linkage
• Stand Offs - to bring the ladder awar from a flat side
• Ballast rungs - to offer stability in strong winds
• Spreader bar - to offer the ladder to be supported between a 

doorway or window
• Jo Bird chest - a bespoke storage cabinet for longer ladders
• Loop-through bag - a weatherproof carrier for shorter ladders

FIBRELIGHT EMERGENCY LADDER
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KIM THROWING STROP
This innovative combination of a throwing line and lifting 
strop allows any rescuer to reach and recover a casualty 
with a single piece of equipment. The weight of the 36 metre 
line and padded lifting strop allows accurate deployment to 
the casualty.

FEATURES:
• Accurate deployment
• Comfortable wrist loop
• Padded lifting strop
• Easily repacked

HELICOPTER LIFTING STROP
A fully compliant helicopter lifting strop which comes with 
certification.

KIM RESCUE SLING
Rescue sling utilising a lifting strop with 36 metres of floating 
yellow line. Simple instructions are printed on both sides of 
the PVC bag to assist with its simple operation. The bag has 
been designed so that it can be easily fitted to the guardrail. 
Available in a white or yellow valise.

FEATURES:
• Easy to mount
• 36 metre floating line
• Utilising a helicopter lifting strop
• Retro reflective tape

THROWING LINE
Allowing increased accuracy in any under and over arm 
heaving line throw, this sock like package also provides a 
compact way to store 30 metres of buoyant line on-board. 
Available with or without a bracket, the design allows easy 
repacking.

DESCRIPTION CODE

KIM THROWING STROP KIM5000

DESCRIPTION CODE

HELICOPTER LIFTING STROP LBU0180

DESCRIPTION CODE

YELLOW CASE LBU0147

WHITE CASE LBU0145

DESCRIPTION CODE

THROWING LINE WITHOUT BRACKET SAF0025

THROWING LINE BRACKET ONLY SAF0027
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MATESAVER™
FEATURES:
• Can recover unconscious survivors
• Ideal for smaller vessels
• Easy operation
• 150kg recommended safe working load

STANDARD LIFEBUOYS
Rugged design for all applications.

FEATURES:
• Made from hard cross linked polyethylene
• MED Ship’s Wheel approved (30” only)

SB RESCUE SLING
FEATURES:
• Quick and easy to use
• The rescuer remains safely onboard the vessel, or ashore
• After use, can be re-armed in less than 30 seconds
• Telescopic handle gives an effective reach of up to 4.5 metres
• One-person operation
• Lightweight (3kg)
• Needs no maintenance, and only routine inspections

SOS 400 LIFEBUOY HOUSING
Providing immediate access to lifesaving equipment this 
lifebuoy housing unit contains many unique features 
including:
• Throwing line built in with length of 25 metres
• Sturdy legs
• GRP to prevent corrosion
• Design is aesthetically pleasing with added benefits of 

advertising opportunities

DESCRIPTION CODE

SB MOB RESCUE SLING LBU0430

DESCRIPTION CODE

MATESAVER - 2.6M LBU0420

MATESAVER - 3.6M LBU0425

DESCRIPTION CODE

30” 2.5KG ORANGE (INC RETRO TAPE) LBU0050

30” 14.3KG ORANGE (INCL RETRO TAPE) LBU0055

24” ORANGE (NOT MED & NO RETRO TAPE) LBU0060

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

INDIVIDUAL COMPONENT INFORMATION

DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS  
(CM) CODE

LIFEBUOY HOUSING WITH DOORS 93 X 22 LBU0070

FIBREGLASS LEGS AND FEET 0 LBU0072

RAILING MOUNTING CLAMPS (X4) - LBU0091

SIGN BOARD 30 X 75 LBU0076

SIGNAGE CLAMPS (X4) - LBU0078
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BUOYANT HEAVING LINE
Sold by the metre or as a 30 metre line with clip.  
This 8mm floating heaving line is suitable for lifebuoy and 
life ring attachments.

OCEAN RESCUE LINE
FEATURES:
• For 24” or 30” lifebuoys
• Contains 20 m / 30 m of line
• Fits inside a lifebuoy
• Opaque colour for longer rope life

LIFEBUOY ACCESSORIES

LIFEBUOY HOUSING
High visibility lifebuoy housing with rail, wall or pole 
mounted options.

Centre boss provides stowage for up to 50m of line or an 
Ocean Rescue Line Unit.

DESCRIPTION CODE

FOR 24” LIFEBUOY (20 M OF LINE) LBU0096

FOR 30” LIFEBUOY (30 M OF LINE) LBU0094

DESCRIPTION CODE

SNATCH GRIPS (PACK OF 3) LBU0067

LIFEBUOY BRACKET - TRIANGLE ( Y) LBU0105

LIFEBUOY STAINLESS STEEL BRACKET LBU0068

DESCRIPTION CODE

ORANGE 30M FLOATING LINE COMES WITH CLIP LBU0063

ORANGE FLOATING LINE PER METER (NO CLIP) LBU0065

DESCRIPTION CODE

30” LIFEBUOY HOUSING LBU0088

- OPTION OF DOOR (FOR 30” HOUSING) LBU0089

24” LIFEBUOY HOUSING LBU0090

- OPTION OF DOOR (FOR 24” HOUSING) LBU0087

CABINET RAIL MOUNT BRACKETS (X3) LBU0091

LIFEBUOY CAB POLE C/W BASE PLATE LBU0092

LIFEBUOY CAB LONG POLE (NO PLATE) LBU0093

SNATCH GRIPS

LIFEBUOY STAINLESS 
STEEL BRACKET

LIFEBUOY BRACKET - 
TRIANGLE ( Y)
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AQUASPEC AQLBL LITHIUM  
LIFEBUOY LIGHT 
Lithium battery powered lifebouy light. Automatically 
activated upon contact with water with manual ‘off’ function. 
Five year shelf life.

AQUASPEC AQLBA ALKALINE 
LIFEBUOY LIGHT 
Alkaline battery powered lifebouy light. Automatically 
activated upon contact with water with manual ‘off’
function. Five year shelf life.

DESCRIPTION CODE

AQUASPEC LIFEBUOY LIGHT –  LITHIUM LBU0292

DESCRIPTION CODE

AQUASPEC LIFEBUOY LIGHT – ALKALINE LBU0294

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

• Battery
• Light source
• Chromaticity
• Light type
• Flash Frequency
• Luminous Intensity
• Operation Life
• Storing Temperature 
• Working Temperature
• Expiry Date
• Weight
• Dimension Main body
• Activation 

 
 
 

• Performance  

• Environment Performance

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION:

• Battery
• Lamp
• Chromaticity
• Flash Frequency
• Luminous Intensity
• Operation Life
• Storing Temperature 
• Working Temperature
• Expiry Date
• Weight
• Dimension Main body
• Activation 

 
 

• Performance  
 

• Environment Performance

Lithium battery
LONAKO patented LED
White
Flashing
50 – 70 times/min
≥2.0 cd
14h over 2.0 cd at -1ºC
-30ºC – +65ºC
-1ºC – +30ºC
5 years
180g / Clip: 36g
ø90 x 124mm
Automatically turn on when head of 
LED lamp upwards and water sensors 
contact water same time. Automatically 
turn off otherwise
Fire-resistant, Oil-resistant, Mould-
proof, Corrosion-proof & Water-proof
Meets RoHS and asbestos 
free requirement

2x AA alkaline battery (replaceable)
LED
White
50 – 70 times/min
≥2.0 cd
At least 14h over 2cd at -1ºC
-30ºC – +65ºC
-1ºC – +30ºC
5 years
114g (Including clip)
ø60 x 144mm
Automatically turn on when the head of 
light is upwards; Automatically turn off 
when the head of light is downwards
Fire-resistant, Oil-resistant, 
Mould-proof, Corrosion-proof, 
Water-proof & Resistance UV
Meets RoHS and asbestos free 
requirement
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APOLLO LIFEBUOY LIGHT
FEATURES:
• SOLAS/MED approved
• Five year life. No maintenance or  

replacement batteries are required
• Compact size
• 76 metre drop height, exceeding SOLAS  

requirement
• Easy fitting
• LED technology
• Exempt from Class 9 transport requirements

L90 LIFEBUOY LIGHT
FEATURES:
• Fully MED approved
• IMO SOLAS approved

APOLLO COMPACT LIFEBUOY LIGHT
FEATURES:
• Light – Output 2 Candela minimum
• Light – Duration 2 hours min
• Light – Type flashing LED
• Supplied with 1m long lanyard
• Storage life 5 years
• Drop height 76 metres
• Weight – Nominal 115 grams
• Activation automatic via pull cord

STANDARD LIFEBUOY LIGHT
FEATURES:
• MED Ship’s Wheel approved
• 8 hour durability
• Lanyard attachment point
• Requires 4 x D-Cell batteries

DESCRIPTION CODE

OS APOLLO LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0280

DESCRIPTION CODE

OS APOLLO COMPACT LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0285

DESCRIPTION CODE

STD LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0205

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

DESCRIPTION CODE

L90 LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0266

BRACKET LBU0267
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L162 USCG & L163 USCG INTRINSICALLY 
SAFE LIFEBUOY LIGHT
FEATURES:
• USCG approved
• SOLAS/MED approved
• ATEX/IECEx approved *
• ETL listed *
• Five year life
• LED technology
• No maintenance or replacement batteries are required
• 76 meter drop height, exceeding SOLAS requirement
• Intrinsically safe, for use in ALL potentially explosive zones*
• Exempt from Class 9 transport requirements
          * L163 only

L16X ADAPTER PL ATE

• To ensure that previous models of our lights can 
be replacedwith more ease we have designed a 
mounting/adapter plate. 

• With our new mounting plate there is no need 
to drill new holes or change fittings. Our new 
mounting plate allows the use of the existing 
fixings from your L90, L120, L41B or L40 
lifebuoy light. Simply remove the old mounting 
bracket and use the same fixings to affix the 
mounting plate, then, with the stainless steel 
screws provided, affix the new L16x lifebuoy 
light – simple!

L161 ATEX LIFEBUOY LIGHT
FEATURES:
• SOLAS/MED approved
• ATEX/IECEx approved
• ETL listed
• Intrinsically safe, for use in ALL  

potentially explosive zones
• Five year life
• No maintenance or replacement  

batteries are required
• Compact size
• 76 metre drop height, exceeding  

SOLAS requirement
• Easy fitting
• LED technology
• Exempt from Class 9 transport requirements

L160 LIFEBUOY LIGHT 
FEATURES:
• SOLAS/MED approved
• Five year life
• No maintenance or replacement  

batteries are required
• Compact size
• 76 metre drop height, exceeding  

SOLAS requirement
• Easy fitting
• LED technology
• Exempt from Class 9 transport requirements 

The L160 replaces the well established L41B and L120 
Lifebuoy lights. 

DESCRIPTION CODE

L161 LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0268

DESCRIPTION CODE

L162 LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0269

L163 INTRINSICALLY SAFE LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0271

DESCRIPTION CODE

L16X ADAPTER PLATE LBU0264

DESCRIPTION CODE

L160 LIFEBUOY LIGHT LBU0262

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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PETZL VOLT WIND FALL 
ARREST HARNESS
The fall arrest and work positioning VOLT WIND harness is 
very easily donned thanks to its EASYFIT design:  
a vest ensures the harness keeps its shape and the FAST 
automatic buckles on the waistbelt and leg loops allow the 
harness to be donned with both feet on the ground. 

The VOLT WIND harness’ anatomical design and wide,  
semi-rigid waistbelt ensure comfort throughout the work day. 
Certified to European and Russian standards.

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Wear protectors on the waistbelt and under the dorsal point  

to prevent strap wear when moving about inside the wind  
turbine tower

• LADDER CLIMB attachment point: for attaching the trolley of  
a rail or cable-based fall protection system

• Side attachment points: for attaching a positioning lanyard for  
use in double mode

• Dorsal attachment point: for attaching a fall arrest system
• Sternal attachment point: for attaching a fall arrest system
• Rear waistbelt attachment point: for attaching a restraint lanyard
• Certification(s): CE EN 361, CE EN 358, EAC

PETZL AVAO BOD FAST (EUROPEAN) 
ARREST HARNESS
The AVAO BOD FAST fall arrest, work positioning and 
suspension harness is designed for greater comfort in a variety 
of situations. Wide, semi-rigid waistbelt and leg loops give 
excellent support. Its lightweight, breathable construction 
maximizes air flow. 

The shoulder straps have a system for stowing the fall arrest 
lanyard connectors and keeping them within reach. 

The harness is fastened by a SCREW-LOCK manual locking 
carabiner and is certified to European and Russian standards.

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Central attachment point: attachment for a descender or a 

positioning lanyard for use in single mode
• Lateral attachment points: attachment for a positioning lanyard for 

use in double mode
• Sternal attachment point: fall arrest system attachment
• Dorsal attachment point: fall arrest system attachment
• Rear attachment point on the waistbelt: restraint lanyard attachment
• Certification(s): CE EN 361, CE EN 358, CE EN 813, EAC
• Material(s): nylon, polyester, aluminum, steelSternal attachment point: 

for attaching a fall arrest system
• Rear waistbelt attachment point: for attaching a restraint lanyard
• Certification(s): CE EN 361, CE EN 358, EAC

DESCRIPTION CODE

PETZL AVAO BON FAST FALL ARREST HARNESS HAR0400 

Equipment for work at height and rescue professionals: fall arrest, work positioning, personal escape, difficult 
to access and confined space rescue systems and specialised headlamps for professionals.

DESCRIPTION CODE

PETZL VOLT WIND FALL ARREST HARNESS HAR0405 
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PETZL VERTEX VENT 
COMFORT HELMET
The VERTEX VENT helmet is very comfortable, thanks to its 
six-point textile suspension and CENTERFIT and FLIP&FIT 
systems, which guarantee that the helmet fits securely on 
the head.

With its potential for integration of a Petzl headlamp, 
hearing protection, and multiple accessories, it is an entirely 
modular helmet, thus responding to the specific additional 
needs of professionals. 

DESCRIPTION CODE

PETZL VERTEX VENT COMFORT HELMET HAR0410

PETZL E+LITE ULTR A  
COMPACT HEADL AMP
Thanks to its carry case, the e+LITE emergency headlamp 
is always ready to use and can be stored with its batteries 
for ten years. 

Its white or red, continuous 50-lumen lighting or strobe 
lighting helps you to be seen. The whistle integrated in the 
elastic headband allows the user to signal an emergency. 
Weighing only 26 grams, e+LITE is an ideal emergency 
headlamp. 
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Light output: 50 lumens
• Weight: 26 g
• Beam pattern: wide
• Energy: 2 lithium CR2032 batteries (included)
• Watertightness: IPX7 (waterproof to -1 meter for 30 minutes)
• Certification(s): CE

DESCRIPTION CODE

PETZL E+LITE ULTRA COMPACT HEADLAMP SAF0460

PETZL TACTIKK A CORE
The TACTIKKA CORE is ideal for close-range work,  
as well as for moving around. Featuring a mixed beam,  
it ensures wide, focused or red stealth lighting.  

A HYBRID headlamp that comes with CORE, a 
battery that is rechargeable via standard USB port.  
It is compatible with standard AAA/LR03 batteries 
(not included) without the need for an adapter. 

SPECIFICATIONS:
• Light output: 350 lumens
• Weight: 82 g
• Energy: 1250 mAh CORE rechargeable battery (included)
• Battery compatibility: alkaline, lithium and Ni-MH
• Certification(s): CE
• Watertightness: IP X4 (weather resistant)

DESCRIPTION CODE

PETZL TACTIKKA CORE SAF0465 

S - CAPE MK VI OFFSHORE
ESCAPE DEVICE
The mark VI provides an easy and versatile means of 
controlled descent from offshore installations such as 
platforms, Tankers, drill rigs, etc in the event that an 
emergency escalates to a point where the standard 
evacuation systems can no longer be used.

Subject to there being no damage to the sealing system, 
the offshore S-Cape requires no servicing during its 9 
year life span. A simple once every 12 month inspection 
which can be performed by a person trained to 
Offshore S-Cape Mk VI User level means there is no 
need for the equipment to leave the installation.

DESCRIPTION CODE

S-CAPE MK VI ESCAPE DEVICE SAF8100
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2020 MK2
Two point, fall arrest 
harness, with 3 bar slide and 
rectangularlink, leg and chest 
connections. 
 
The MK2 version incorporates 
alloy rings to interconnect 
shoulder and chest straps. 

Has adjustable length shoulder 
straps with a 3 bar buckle 
to ensure the chest strap is 
positioned over the sternum 
area.
 
Material Specification: 
Polyester webbing with heat  
treated zinc plated carbon  
steel fittings and anodized black  
alloy rings.
 
Attachment Points
Rear fall arrest dorsal  
“D” ring and frontsternum  
fall arrest “D” ring
 
Standards
EN361:2002.

MILLER REVOLUTION  
PREMIUM R5
The harness has stainless steel hardware for enhanced 
corrosion resistance in harsh environments, front loops 
for fall arrest, large rear D-ring for connections to fall 
protection systems and is i-Safe equipped.

• Raw material:  
Polyamide webbing

• Width: 45mm
• Raw material: stainless steel
• Fast release buckles
• Raw material:  

galvanised steel
• Weight: approx. 0.5 kg
• Breaking Strength: > 15 KN
• Temperature:  

-30°C to +50°C

EXOFIT XP
• High end harness - ultimate 

in comfort and safety
• Complete with removable 

shoulder, back & leg padding
• Breathable 3-D mesh lining
• X shaped no tangle donning
• Stand up back D ring for 

easy connections
• Quick release buckles 

ensure that it is fast and 
efficient for every day use

• Available sizes :  
S, M and L

MILLER REVOLUTION  
R7 OFFSHORE
Wind energy full body harness. 
• 3point (Front and rear anchorage, and side D-rings).
• ErgoArmorTM Back Shield;  

Easy one-hand adjustment  
allows simultaneous  
adjustment of  
shoulder straps.

• PivotLink Connection:  
Unique rotary design  
provides greater comfort  
in bending.

DESCRIPTION CODE

2020 MK2 HARNESS HAR3000

DESCRIPTION CODE

EXOFIT XP HAR2375

DESCRIPTION CODE

SIZE S/M HAR4001

SIZE L/XL HAR4002

SIZE XXL HAR4003

DESCRIPTION CODE

SIZE S/M HAR4005

When ordering, add S, M, L after code to determine  
size requirement.
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FALCON SELF RETR ACTING 
LIFELINE

RETR ACTABLE FALL ARREST DEVICE
A range of self-retracting fall arresters in lengths of 1.65 to 
60m. They are easy to handle, very resilient and offer a great 
amount of freedom and movement together with safety.

Nano-Lok
Safer than a lanyard with reduced clearance needed. 
Compatible with a shoulder and foot level connection.
• Extremely compact  

and lightweight 725g
• 141KG Weight Capacity
• Auto quick activating  

arrestor
• Retractable lifeline
• Swivelling anchorage loop
• Impact resistant housing 

FALCON ATEX 480
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION EXTERNAL
Housing : High-impact 
resistant nylon
Hub : Heat-treated aluminium
Cable : Ø4.5mm stainless steel

CONNECTORS
Karabiner:
Raw material: 
zinc plated steel
Opening: 17mm
Breaking strength: >2500daN

SNAP HOOK
Raw material: zinc plated steel
Opening: 19mm
Breaking strength: >2000daN
EN 362

DIMENSIONS
Length : 255mm  
Width : 213mm
Thickness : 101mm
Opening : 17mm

PERFORMANCE
Working Capacity (m) : 10m
Breaking Strength : >1200daN
Weight (kg) : 5kg
Operating Temperature: -30°C to +50°C

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION EXTERNAL
Housing : High-impact 
resistant nylon
Hub : Heat-treated aluminium
Cable : Ø4.5mm stainless steel

CONNECTORS
Karabiner:
Raw material: 
zinc plated steel
Opening: 17mm
Breaking strength: >2500daN

SNAP HOOK
Raw material: zinc plated steel
Opening: 19mm
Breaking strength: >2000daN
EN 362

DIMENSIONS
Length : 255mm  
Width : 213mm
Thickness : 101mm
Opening : 17mm

PERFORMANCE
Working Capacity (m) : 6,2m
Breaking Strength : >1200daN
Weight (kg) : 4.1kg
Operating Temperature: -30°C to +50°C

DESCRIPTION CODE

MILLER FALCON ATEX HAR4105

DESCRIPTION CODE

MILLER FALCON SELF-RETRACTING LIFELINE HAR4100

PLEASE CALL OUR SALES TEAM FOR  
MORE INFORMATION

CHUNKIE TAILS
Single leg & twin lanyards suitable for arresting 
potential falls. The lanyard incorporates a ‘tear-web’ 
energy absorbing pack. 
Material Specification:
11 mm kernmantle rope with a polyester tear-web 
energy absorber covered in a PVC shrink sleeve.

Standards: EN355:2002

DESCRIPTION CODE

CHUNKIE 100 LANYARD HAR3004

CHUNKIE 150 LANYARD HAR3005

CHUNKIE 200 LANYARD HAR3006 

HAR3006HAR3004 / HAR3005 
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PRO POSITIONING BELT 
FEATURES
• Comfortable and light, this belt can be used with any positioning 

lanyard in the PRO range
• Two D rings on the belt cushioned back pad
• 4 rings to carry accessories
• Available sizes : S, M and L

OCEAN SAFETY SAIL TRAINING 
TRIPLE Y LANYARD
FEATURES
• Developed in conjunction with the AB103 Marine Fall Arrest to 

overcome difficulties in moving around vessels
• Conforms to BSEN1095
• Adjustable between 1.8m and 0.2m

SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD
Complete with 2 x AJ 501 screw gate karabiners. 

TRIPOD CONFINED SPACE  
ENTRY SYSTEM
Constructed in a lightweight tubular aluminium with a 
rugged steel head assembly.

FEATURES
• Can be combined with a variety of  

pulleys, winches and fall arrest devices
• Ideal to meet a wide range of  

confined space entry/retrieval/rescue  
requirements

• 4 anchorage points -  
allowing it to be used as a  
retrieval system, fall arrest  
and rescue equipment

• Max load 500kg
• Weight 14.5kg

HONEY WELL L ANYARD
Tie-Back Forked webbing lanyard.
• 1,5M
• Shock absorber
• 4 loops
• 3 captive eye  

karabiners 18mm
• Twin webbing

Please call our sales team for more information

Please call our sales team for more information

SANCHOC ENERGY  
ABSORBER L ANYARD
The Sanchoc’s main component is a rip strap ensuring 
energy dissipation in the event of a fall.

FEATURES
• Sanchoc lanyards prevent the wearer being subjected to 

forces greater than 6kN during a fall
• Strength greater than 1500daN
• Available in a range of lengths and connectors

DESCRIPTION CODE

PRO POSITIONING BELT - SMALL HAR2300S

PRO POSITIONING BELT - MEDIUM HAR2300M

PRO POSITIONING BELT - LARGE HAR2300L

DESCRIPTION CODE

SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD 1.5MT HAR2062

SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD 2MT  
C/W SNAPHOOK & KARIBINER HAR2061

SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD 1.75MT HAR2060

DESCRIPTION CODE

TRIPLE  Y LANYARD HAR2016
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FLAMEGUARD MK3 SOLAS SUIT 
The Flameguard Mk3 suit is a two-piece garment constructed in aluminised 
fire resistant material to EN11612. The jacket has a stand-up collar, elasticated 
cuffs, and is closed by 50mm wide touch and close fastening to the front and 
collar. The trousers have 25mm webbing braces with nylon adjusters to fit a 
wide range of wearers, the lower leg is elasticated. They come in one size only.

FIRE BUDDY PLUS SUIT 
The FireBuddy Plus Suit is a two-piece garment with a four-layer construction. 
The outer shell is aramid. The second layer is a waterproof breathable 
membrane. The third layer is a meta-aramid/para-aramid felted thermal barrier 
and the fourth layer is a modacrylic/Lenzing lining.  
The jacket has a stand up collar, elasticated cuffs, and is closed by a zip covered 
by an overlapping front with touch and close fastening to the front and collar.
The trousers have wide elasticated braces with adjusters and quick-release 
buckles. Optional fire resistant retro reflective tape can be fitted to the wrists, 
hem and ankles. Optional radio and thigh pockets can be fitted as well.
 

Fireman’s Gloves leather: Leather gloves with Kevlar insert and cuff. 
Heat resistant, slash and puncture resistant. Weight 0.5kgs

Fireman’s Boots: Fire resistant wellingtons, made in fireproof nitrile 
rubber with polymer toe cap and composite anti-perforation mid-sole. 
Weight 2.5kgs

Helmet: The ProBuddy helmet is constructed in flame retardant high 
temperature copolymer plastic. For more information see page 72.

Optional Non-Conductive gloves: Electrically insulating to 500 volts 
working, tested to 25000 volts AC. Weights 0.1kgs
• Excellent resistance to heat contact, heat flow, fire
• Excellent resistance to chemicals : fuels, oils, greases, solvents, weak and diluted acids.
• Excellent resistance to abrasion and cuts

DESCRIPTION CODE

FLAMEGUARD ALUM. MK3 SUIT COMPLETE FIR2900

FLAMEGUARD MK3 ALUM. JACKET FIR3000

FLAMEGAURD MK3 ALUM. TROUSERS FIR3010

FLAMEGUARD VALISE FIR3040

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIRE BUDDY PLUS COMPLETE SUIT
(WITHOUT RETROREFLECTIVE TAPES AND POCKETS) FIR3170

FIRE BUDDY PLUS COMPLETE SUIT (WITH
RETROREFLECTIVE TAPES AND POCKETS) FIR3185

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

FIR3040
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DESCRIPTION CODE

OPEN FACE HOOD FIR3370

CLOSED FACE HOOD FIR3185

NOMEX ANTI FLASH GLOVES FIR3365

PALM BUDDY GLOVES 
Designed to give a comfortable and flexible feel while 
maintaining the high degree of protection required by 
EN659:2003+A1. 

The PalmBuddy gloves have a waterproof, breathable lining 
which also enhances the chemical resistance. 
Protection against penetration and cuts is provided by the 
Kevlar lining.

Tested and approved to EN659:2003 +A1 and Marine 
Equipment Directive (MED) 96/98/EC as modified.

NOMEX ANTI-FLASH  
HOOD & GLOVES 
Hood and gloves designed for flashover protection.

DESCRIPTION CODE

PALM BUDDY GLOVES FIR3137

FIREGUARD SUIT 
The Fireguard suit is a two-piece garment with a two-layer 
construction of fire resistant natural fibre to EN532. It has been 
treated with Proban and a water repellent finish, which can 
withstand 50 washes without degradation. The jacket has a stand-
up collar, elasticated cuffs, and is closed by a zip covered by a flap 
with touch and close fastening to front and collar. The trousers 
have an elastic halter and plastic adjuster allowing a wide range of 
wearers. The lower leg is tightened with touch and close straps.  
They come in one size only.

The outer gloves are made from the same fabric as the suit and 
are worn over non conducting gloves.

The helmet assembly comprises a safety helmet to EN397 fitted 
with a fabric neck curtain and a replaceable 2mm heat andimpact 
resistant polycarbonate visor. The visor can be flipped up. A chin 
strap is fitted to secure the helmet.

Wellington boots sizes 10(UK) with protective toecap to 
EN20345 are provided.

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIREGUARD FLEET SUIT COMPLETE FIR3100

FIREGUARD JACKET (ONE SIZE) FIR3105

FIREGUARD TROUSER (ONE SIZE) FIR3110

FIREGUARD HELMET SOLASA + 
VISOR / NECKGUARD FIR3115 

FIREGUARD VALISE FIR3140
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SIZE BAR RATING CYLINDER TYPE PART NO

6 LT 200 STEEL FIR5253

9 LT 200 STEEL FIR5255

9 LT 200 COMPOSITE FIR5250

DRAGER PSS RANGE 
The Dräger PSS Range is a high performing breathing 
apparatus for firefighters. Combining comfort with 
exceptional pneumatic performance, it is designed for 
applications where simplicity and ease of use are key 
essentials. Lightweight yet robust, and easy to don, this 
advanced breathing apparatus provides the ultimate in 
breathing protection.

SABRE SIGMA 2 
The Sigma 2 is a low cost SCBA set designed to provide a 
simple and effective solution for use in industry, shipping 
and other non-firefighting environments.

FEATURES
• Proven high performance pneumatic system
• Compact first breath activated demand valve with bypass
• Ergonomically designed lightweight backplate and harness
• Flame retardant webbing with Kevlar cylinder band
• Corrosion resistant Nickel plated components

DRAGER COMPRESSED AIR 
CYLINDERS 
Dräger offers a complete range of 200 bar and 300 bar steel 
and composite cylinders. Sizes range from 4L 200bar to 9L 
300 bar with a choice of cylinder valves.

HELMET & COMMS
Comms designed to be used with ICOM IC-F3202 or   
ICOM IC-F4202 - see page 48,

FIR2020
Drager HPS7000 

Standard Fire Helmet

FIR2005  
Drager Push to Talk Unit

DESCRIPTION CODE

DRAGER PSS3000 FIR2015

DRAGER PSS3000 FIR5155

DESCRIPTION CODE

SIGMA 2 BACKPLATE & MASK 
(NO CYLINDER) FIR4010

30 MIN STEEL CYLINDER (6LT 200BAR) FIR4100

30 MIN CARBON CYLINDER (4.7LT 300BAR) FIR4105

DESCRIPTION CODE

DRAGER HPS7000 FIRE HELMET - RED FIR2020 

DRAGER MOLEX CONNECTOR ATEX 
REQUIREMENT FIR2000

DRAGER PUSH TO TALK UNIT TO FIT 
ICOM IC-F3202DEX VHF RADIO FIR2005

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

PSS3000 PSS4000
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DRAGER PARAT® 5520  
SMOKE HOOD 
The Dräger PARAT® fire escape hood is designed to help 
you escape fire safely by filtering out toxic smoke and fumes 
allowing you to breathe safely for at least 15 minutes.

ELSA ESCAPE BREATHING 
APPARATUS 
Worlds leading constant flow escape sets from smoke, 
gas and chemical spill. Equipment Directive (MED)  
96/98/EC as modified.

FEATURES
• Proven high performance pneumatic system
• Compact first breath activated demand valve with bypass
• Ergonomically designed lightweight backplate and harness
• Flame retardant webbing with Kevlar cylinder band
• Corrosion resistant Nickel plated components

DESCRIPTION CODE

ELSA 10-B (10 MIN) FIR4900

ELSA 10-J (10 MIN) FIR4905

DESCRIPTION CODE

DRAGER 5520 FIR6000

S-CAP AIR
This compressed-air emergency escape device provides
15 minutes of life-saving respiratory protection in extremely 
toxic or oxygen-deficient environments.
• Featuring fast, automatic activation
• Fluorescent protective carrying bag
• Three litres of 200 bar compressed air
• Ideal for use on ships, off-shore oil rigs, refineries, water  

utilities and confined spaces.

DESCRIPTION CODE

S-CAP AIR FIR4700

PRO BUDDY HELMET MED 
The ProBuddy helmet is constructed in flame retardant  
high temperature copolymer plastic and has the  
following features.
• Extreme temperature resistance  

(up to 1000°C in a 10 second flash over flames).
• High Resistance to mechanical impacts.
• Electrical insulation capacity E2/E3.
• Effective visibility achieved by reflective tape for optimal use in 

specific conditions.
• Nomex 3 point chinstrap (tested to prevent skin irritation)
• Height-adjustable interior fitting adjustable from inside of shell
• Integrated adjustment system (52-64 cm)
• Wide range of accessories
• High tech materials
• High tech polymer
• Anti-scratch and anti-fog coated external visor to EN 14458:2004

DESCRIPTION CODE

PRO BUDDY HELMET MED FIR3132
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NOVEC NFG EXTINGUISHERS 
NFG range covers from 25 cubic feet (0.7 cubic meters) to 
200 cubic feet (5.7 cubic meters).

NOVEC NFD EXTINGUISHERS 
NFD range covers from 225 cubic feet (6.4 cubic meters)  
to 1800 cubic feet (51 cubic meters).

DESCRIPTION CODE

SEAFIRE NFG 25 MAN/ AUTO 0.7CU M FIR8008

SEAFIRE NFG 50 MAN/ AUTO 1.4 CU M FIR8009

SEAFIRE NFG 75 MAN/ AUTO 2.1 CU M FIR8010

SEAFIRE NFG 100 MAN/ AUTO 2.8 CU M FIR8011

SEAFIRE NFG 125 MAN/ AUTO 3.5 CU M FIR8012

SEAFIRE NFG 150 MAN/ AUTO 4.2 CU M FIR8013

SEAFIRE NFG 175 MAN/ AUTO 5.0 CU M FIR8014

SEAFIRE NFG 200 MAN/ AUTO 5.7 CU M FIR8015

SEAFIRE NFG 25 AUTO 0.7CU M FIR8000

SEAFIRE NFG 50 AUTO 1.4 CU M FIR8001

SEAFIRE NFG 75 AUTO 2.1 CU M FIR8002

SEAFIRE NFG 100 AUTO 2.8 CU M FIR8003

SEAFIRE NFG 125 AUTO 3.5 CU M FIR8004

SEAFIRE NFG 150 AUTO 4.2 CU M FIR8005

SEAFIRE NFG 175 AUTO 5.0 CU M FIR8006

SEAFIRE NFG 200 AUTO 5.7 CU M FIR8007

DESCRIPTION CODE

SEAFIRE NFD 225 MAN/ AUTO 6.4 CU M FIR8300

SEAFIRE NFD 250 MAN/ AUTO 7.1 CU M FIR8305

SEAFIRE NFD 275 MAN/ AUTO 7.8 CU M FIR8306

SEAFIRE NFD 300 MAN/ AUTO 8.5 CU M FIR8307

SEAFIRE NFD 225 AUTO 6.4 CU M FIR8308

SEAFIRE NFD 250 AUTO 7.1 CU M FIR8309

SEAFIRE NFD 275 AUTO 7.8 CU M FIR8310

SEAFIRE NFD 300 AUTO 8.5 CU M FIR8311

MED APPROVED EXTINGUISHERS 
A range of stored pressure, foam, powder and CO2 standard industrial and MED Ship’s Wheel approved fire extinguishers are 
detailed below:

DESCRIPTION RATING CODE

STORED PRESSURE

9L WATER (MED APPROVED) 13A FIR0600

FOAM

2L FOAM (NOT MED) 5A 34B FIR0750

6L FOAM (MED APPROVED) 13A 144B FIR0760

9L FOAM (MED APPROVED) 21A 183B FIR0640

DESCRIPTION RATING CODE

POWDER

4KG POWDER (MED APPROVED) 21A 113B FIR0720

6KG POWDER (MED APPROVED) 27A 144B FIR0730

9KG POWDER (MED APPROVED) 43A 233B FIR0740

CO2

2KG ALLOY (NOT MED) 34B FIR0780

5KG ALLOY (MED APPROVED) 75B FIR0790

5KG STEEL (MED APPROVED) TBC FIR0650

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

WATER FOAM POWDER CO2
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JO BIRD SOS300 FIRE HOSE CABINET 
The cabinet can house up to a 25 metre long fire hose 
together with a jet spray nozzle.

Excellent weather protection is provided by the
high quality push fit EPDM seal and the use of UV resistant
ASA which means it will only degrade very slowly under 
strong UV light.

There are either left or right hinged door openings.

SEAFIRE BI-DIRECTIONAL  
CABLE ASSEMBLY 
Bi-Directional 6ft & 10ft cable assembly. 

MANUAL DISCHARGE 
Sea-Fire NFG or NFD manual/automatic “M” models 
and MD series requires a discharge cable assembly for 
manual discharge of the extinguishing system.

LENGTHS 
The Bi-Directional discharge cable is available in 2FT 
(0.6M) increments for manual discharge from 6FT 
(1.83M) up to 100FT (30.5M).  
Each cable assembly kit includes a pull handle, cable, 
escutcheon plate, safety pin, tie and instructions.

SEAFIRE FIRE SUPPRESSION  
SYSTEM MONITOR 
Fire Suppression System Monitor Display (CAT5)
Fire Suppression Supervisory Panels 131-400 Series
Panel mounted displays give both a visual and audible 
alarm in the event of extinguisher discharge or low 
cylinder pressure.

Fully compatible with the ESRS 131-440,131-445,131-450 
Series shutdown units.

All displays available in rectangular or round panels. 
All displays comply with ISO Marine 8846 and meet 
CE approval.

SEAFIRE CIRCUIT ENGINE SHUTDOWN 
SEA-FIRE ESRS engine shut down system will automatically 
shut down engines and powered ventilation upon discharge 
of the fire extinguishing system.  
Three model sizes available (4, 6 and 8 circuit) with shut 
down capability up to eight devices (engines, blowers etc.).

ESRS SYSTEMS
Each ESRS system requires a panel mounted display
(from the 131-280 series) with visual and audible alarm, 
discharge lights and an override button for engine 
restart and control.

All models are 9 to 32 VDC. All models comply 
with IAW EU Directive 2002/95/EC (ROHS) and EU 
DIRECTIVE 2002/96/EC (WEEE).

DESCRIPTION CODE

SEAFIRE BI-DIRECTIONAL 6FT CABLE FIR8200

SEAFIRE BI-DIRECTIONAL 10FT CABLE FIR8202

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIRE ROUND SYSTEM MONITOR & ENGINE FIR7670

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIRE HOSE CABINET SOS300

DESCRIPTION CODE

SEAFIRE 4 CIRCUIT ENGINE SHUTDOWN FIR7650

SEAFIRE 6 CIRCUIT ENGINE SHUTDOWN FIR7655

SEAFIRE 8 CIRCUIT ENGINE SHUTDOWN FIR7660
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GLORIA STANDARD AND  
SHROUDED EXTINGUISHERS 
Gloria Powder extinguishers can be used on most types 
of fires including solid combustibles, flammable liquids and 
gases as well as electrical fires.

TROLLEY FIRE EXTINGUISHERS 
These simple to use and easy to move trolley fire 
extinguishers come built in with a handle. Available in a
45L foam, 50kg powder or a CO2 version.

SOS601 SAFETY STATION

Storage of 1 x 6kg fire extinguisher (and or First aid kit), 22-
30” Lifebuoy and throwing line. 

TALLY BOARDS
Designed to allow the simple tracking of breathing 
apparatus.

DESCRIPTION CODE

45L FOAM (MED APPROVED) FIR0805

50KG POWDER (MED APPROVED) FIR0820

CO2 22G (WHEELED) FIR0830

DESCRIPTION CODE

SOS601 STATION (1M POLE) CAB9000

SOS601 STATION (1.5M POLE) CAB9010

DESCRIPTION CODE

4 TALLY FIR4500

12 TALLY FIR4510

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

DESCRIPTION RATING CODE

GLORIA STANDARD

1KG POWDER 8A 34B FIR0560

2KG POWDER 13A 89B FIR0565

GLORIA SHROUDED

1 KG POWDER (REFILLABLE) 8A 34B FIR0580

2KG POWDER (REFILLABLE) 13A 89B FIR0585

FRONT VIEW BACK VIEW

STANDARD 1KG SHROUDED 1KG
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HOSES
A variety of hoses are available in numerous different 
lengths. They can be supplied alone or fitted with couplings.

LEVER OPERATED JET SPRAY NOZZEL

COUPLINGS & ADAPTERS

TUBES & BARREL PIPES &  
STAND PIPES

FIRE HYDR ANTS

HYDR ANT & COUPLING SPARES

CODE

FIR6545

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT  
A MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT  
A MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT  
A MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT  
A MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT  
A MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM.
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TOUGHSTORE IMMERSION SUIT 
AND LIFEJACKET CABINET
The storage container can be used to store approximately 
4 immersion suits and 6/lifejackets (depending on type). 
The moulded Polyethylene container has a reinforced 
catch and seal, to help prevent against water penetration.

Lettering and signage can be applied to meet your 
requirements. 

FIREFIGHTING 
EQUIPMENT CABINET
The fire equipment cabinet can be used to store 2 x 
firefighters clothing and breathing apparatus on the 
internal shelves. The cabinet is Lloyds Register type test 
approved and is also IP56 rated for excellent weather 
protection.

LARGE IMMERSION SUIT OR 
LIFEJAKET STORAGE
The chest can be used to store a larger quantity of 
lifejackets or survival suits. This chest is Lloyds Register 
type test approved and IP56 rated for excellent weather
protection.

The construction is 3-4mm nominal thickness GRP and 
has stainless steel hinges and an EPDM seal.

The cabinet specification can be altered to meet your 
requirements.

HAND FIRE PUMP
This portable manual hand pump system is easy to 
use and designed to be acceptable for use on Code of 
Practise vessels.

DESCRIPTION CODE

TOUGHSTORE IMMERSION SUITS & 
LIFEJACKET CABINET CAB0800

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT CABINET CAB0280

DESCRIPTION CODE

CABINET 801 X 2385 X 885 CAB0870

CABINET 900 X 2395 X 890 CAB0880

DESCRIPTION CODE

COMPLETE KIT

HAND FIRE PUMP COMPLETE FIR6500

INDIVIDUAL PARTS

INLET ASSEMBLY WITH STRAINER FIR6505

OUTLET ASSEMBLY WITH HOSE 
& NOZZLE FIR6509

FRAME & PUMP FIR6510
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AXES
Designed with a steel head and shaft this axe comes 
complete with an insulated handle that has been tested to 
20000V. Meets BS3054.

FIRE PLAN HOLDER
Picture for illustrative purposes only.

FIRE BLANKETS
COMPACT - fire blanket in a compact casing complete 
with mounting holes on the back of the case. MCA fire 
blanket slim pack - Fire blanket in a long and thin casing 
providing quick and easy installation on most vessels, 
MCA compliant.

SMOKE DETECTOR
Smoke alarm for bulkhead or roof mounting, comes 
complete with battery and hush button.

FIREMANS TORCH
This rugged torch requires 2 x D cell batteries.

FIREMANS SAFETY LINE
40m snaphook wire core safety line.

DESCRIPTION CODE

INSULATED AXE FIR3300

LIFEBOAT  AXE SUR0145

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIRE PLAN HOLDER FIR9100

DESCRIPTION CODE

SMOKE ALARM FIR0360

DESCRIPTION CODE

40M FIR3350

30M FIR3355

TYPE BLANKET SIZE CASE SIZE PART NO

MCA SLIM 
PACK 1.8 X 1.2 M 34 X 18CM FIR0025

COMPACT 1.1 X 1.1 M 18 X 20.5CM FIR0022

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIREMANS TORCH SAF0610

SUR0145FIR3300
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BILGE SENSOR / OPTICAL SENSOR
With 10m of cable, this optical sensor is compatible with 
all Index Marine alarm panels, and is safe for use in the 
presence of volatile gases. An output triggers when the 
probe becomes immersed in water.

BILGE ALARM 4 STATION
A rugged and straightforward solution to alerting users of 
working, military and special use boats to the presence of 
water in the boat’s bilges, the BE15 is a sealed unit that is easy 
to install, and provides reassurance on busy active boats.

JOHNSON BILGE ALERT HIGH 
WATER ALARM ~ 12VOLT
The Johnson Bilge Alert high water alarm system uses a 
patented Mirus field effect detector cell which produces a 
micro-electrical field that detects disruptions caused by water 
and fluids. When activated the sensor will trigger a 100dB 
audible alarm plus a visual LED alarm on the control panel.

JOHNSON BILGE ALERT HIGH 
WATER ALARM ~ 24VOLT
The Johnson Bilge Alert high water alarm system uses a 
patented Mirus field effect detector cell which produces a 
micro-electrical field that detects disruptions caused by water 
and fluids. When activated the sensor will trigger a 100dB 
audible alarm plus a visual LED alarm on the control panel.

DESCRIPTION CODE

BILGE SENSOR / OPTICAL SENSOR SAF3260

DESCRIPTION CODE

BILGE ALARM 4 STATION SAF3264

DESCRIPTION CODE

BILGE ALARM DUEL STATION SAF3262

DESCRIPTION CODE

BILGE ALERT HIGH WATER ALARM - 12VOLT SAF3264

DESCRIPTION CODE

BILGE ALERT HIGH WATER ALARM - 12VOLT SAF3268

BILGE ALARM DUEL STATION
Designed to monitor high or low levels of liquids, 
the BE20 has two channels with audio alarm and 
independent annunciator lights. It is ideal for monitoring 
water ingress in boat bilges and compartments, and 
buildings and infrastructure in flood-prone areas.  
Compatible with Index Marine BE51/BE55 optical and 
resistive fluid sensors as well as many other third party 
sensor types.
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All Hansson Pyrotechnic flares meet SOLAS requirements ensuring the highest level of 
reliability, simplicity and safety.

IK AROS MOB  
SMOKE/ LIGHT
Emits orange smoke for 15  
minutes whilst dual lights  
operate at 2cd for 120 minutes.

FEATURES
• Available in smoke with lights or 

smoke only options
• Complete with stainless  

steel bracket
• 4.8Kg weight
• Dimensions of 20cm x 50cm.

SINGLE 
HANDFLARES
With an average light 
intensity of 30000cd 
(10000cd for white), 
40 seconds of burntime  
and weight of 235g.

HANDSMOKES
Created in the same style as 
the handflares with a slightly 
heavier weight of 345g.  
Once activated there is 
approximately 60 seconds 
of orange smoke available 
in which to highlight your 
location.

IK AROS LINE THROWER
Robust self contained  
portable line throwing unit.

FEATURES
• Incorporates an integral  

rocket and igniter
• 300m of line.
• 4Kg weight
• Dimensions of 34cm x 23cm

PARACHUTE 
ROCKETS
Designed with an ejection
height of 350m, these parachute 
rockets are available in different 
colours to highlight relevant 
messages. 

With a light intensity of appox. 
30000cd, a 40 second burn time 
and a weight of 345g.

PARA-ILLUMINATING 
ROCKETS
Upon activation the flare remains
afloat producing orange smoke for
3 minutes to help illuminate your 
location. Original weight is 510g.

FEATURES
• 350m height
• 10000cd illumination
• Low recoil
• 30 second burn time
• 4.8Kg weight

DESCRIPTION CODE

SMOKE WITH LIGHTS FLR5200

DESCRIPTION CODE

LINETHROWER FLR5220

SPARE ROCKET FLR5230

IGNITER FLR5235

DESCRIPTION CODE

MCA RED FLR5000

DESCRIPTION CODE

PARA-ILLUMINATING ROCKETS FLR5300

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

4 YEAR
LIFE

4 YEAR
LIFE

4 YEAR
LIFE

4 YEAR
LIFE

DESCRIPTION CODE

MCA RED FLR5005

WHITE FLR5510

DESCRIPTION CODE

ORANGE HANDSMOKE FLR5515
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BRIDGE SET
Waterproof Poly bottles with a sealed ring top and 12 
MCA Red Parachute Rockets.

FL ARGE POLY BOTTLE
• Rubber seal on screw top
• Dimensions : 44H x 24W cm
• Capacity : 20 ltr
• Comes with grab handle Dimensions of 20cm x 50cm.

DESCRIPTION CODE

BRIDGE FLARE PACK MCA FLR5622

CODE OF PRACTICE FLARE PACK MCA FLR5625

DESCRIPTION CODE

DAY/NIGHT SIGNAL FLR5320

DESCRIPTION CODE

MCA FLR5010

BUOYANT SMOKE 
SIGNAL
Simply open the lid, pull the ring and 
throw the signal into the water.  
Upon activation the flare remains afloat 
producing orange smoke for 3 minutes 
to help illuminate your location. 
Weight: 510g.

DAY/ NIGHT SIGNAL
This single signal incorporates both a red flare for night 
time use and an orange smoke for the day.

Flare lasts 20 seconds and the smoke 18 seconds.

LINE L AUNCHER
The Kiwi Rescue Line Launcher is designed for ease of 
operation in the most extreme weather conditions and 
environments. It utilises safe, widely available 16g CO2 
cylinders to propel a pod connected to an 80m line 
accurately, safely, reliably and repeatedly.

FEATURES:
• For 24” or 30” lifebuoys
• Contains 20 m / 30 m of line
• Fits inside a lifebuoy
• Opaque colour for longer rope life

DESCRIPTION CODE

LINE LAUNCHER FLR7000

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

4 YEAR
LIFE
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OCEAN SIGNAL EDF1
The rescueME EDF1 electronic 
distress flare offers users a safe 
and long-lasting solution to visual 
signalling in an emergency.  
The unique lens design combined 
with the use of advanced LEDs and 
highly efficient circuit technology 
ensures a constant level of light  
output throughout the life of the 
user replaceable battery.

FEATURES
• Advanced LED technology - safe operation
• Compact, rugged design
• Superb 360 degree visibility in the Azimuth
• Excellent visibility for aircraft and helicopter SAR
• Up to 6 hours battery use
• Constant brightness maintained throughout the 

life of  the battery
• Four modes of operation plus SOS signalling
• Easy change replaceable battery
• Range up to 7 miles
• Waterproof to 10 meters
• Battery test function

DESCRIPTION CODE

RESCUEME EDF1 SAF0595

EDF REPLACEMENT BATTERY EPI5110

ODEO FLARE
The safe, lightweight,waterproof,  
high performance Red LED Flare.

The Odeo Flare™ is an alternative to 
the traditional red pyrotechnic hand-
held distress flare. It is similar in size  
to traditional flares, but instead of using 
dangerous explosives to burn, it uses 
battery powered light emitting diodes.

FEATURES
• Safe LED Technology;  

No pyrotechnics or flames
• Visible from all directions simultaneously
• Projects over the the full hemisphere
• Multiple LEDs; More power; visibility  

and redundancy
• Over 5 hours of continuous use from  

one set of batteries
• Indefinite shelf life with battery changes –  

14 year shelf life with supplied batteries
• Search And Rescue aircraft safe
• Five thousand hours mean time between failure
• 1 Odeo Flare = 600 hand held flares
• Safe to carry in your back-pack
• Electronic circuitry designed for  

optimum visibility
• Made from salt-water resistant materials
• Replacement battery available
• Approved for use up to 50m

DESCRIPTION CODE

ODEO FLARE - LED SAF0602

ODEO DISTRESS FLARE
The ODEO Distress Flare is the next generation of 
Electronic Visual Distress Signal Device (eVDSD). 

Designed for more personal use than the Mk3, its 
lightweight and the smaller size makes the ODEO a 
perfect choice for any outdoor activity, even diving with 
its 50m 1P69 rating.

ODEO STROBE
Approved to MED, SOLAS and USCG requirements the 
ODEO Strobe is capable of a visible high intensity flash 
and includes an Infra-Red signal. 

The ODEO Strobe has a maximum luminous intensity of 
50cd visible for over 3 nautical miles. Lasting up to 2 days, 
the strobe light is also waterproof to 50m (IP68).

FEATURES
• LED colour: Red
• Detection range: Minimum 3 

nautical miles; up to 6 nautical 
miles in ideal conditions

• Operating life: 9 hours at full 
illumination

• Operating temperature:  
-40°C to +60°C

• Weight (including batteries): 150g
• Supplied with 4 x AAL91  

Lithium batteries* 

• Recommend battery change  
every year

• NO HEAT, NO FLAMES, NO RISK
• No explosive compounds for 

shipping or disposal
• Increased safety
• Longer operating life- now 9 hours 

25% more than ODEO Mk3
• Supplied with lanyard
• Search and rescue aircraft safe
• Simple activation (with wet or 

gloved hands)• •   
*Can also be powered by Alkaine batteries, please 
do not mix

FEATURES
• Easy ‘twist action’
• User replaceable batteries
• CE mark
• Lanyard
• Lightweight
• Flashing Light
• Visible over 3 nautical miles
• Infra-red
• Velcro Strap
• Supplied with 4 x AAL91 

Lithium Batteries*   
*Can also be powered by Alkaine 
batteries, please do not mix

DESCRIPTION CODE

ODEO FLARE - LED SAF0604

DESCRIPTION CODE

ODEO STROBE SAF0615
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UNILITE ATEX-H1 ZONE 0 LED  
HEAD TORCH
The Unilite ATEX-H1 Zone 0 intrinsically safe headlight 
delivers a safe and dependable light for operating within 
hazardous areas. 

The ATEX-H1 is Industrially tough. Not only is it IP67 
and submersible up to 1m, it is also Zone 0 Intrinsically 
safe.  Suitable for all Gas situations with full certification 
standards for UL & ATEX makes the head light suitable 
for both North American & European use.

FEATURES
• 140 Lumen Cree® LED
• Twist head focus
• Sealed Housing
• Safety Gas Valve

UNILITE HV-FL7R USB 
RECHARGEABLE TORCH
The Unilite HV-FL7R is a strong and resilient rechargeable 
flashlight that has fantastic power, portability and is 1m 
submersible. It has a 450 lumen output directed from its 
CREE LED and this power can be altered via the rubberized 
switch, giving the unit three dim settings as well as an 8Hz 
defense strobe.

FEATURES
• 450 Lumen white Cree® LED
• 1m submersible 
• USB rechargeable

UNILITE PS -FL3 POLICE 
TACTICAL TORCH
The PS-FL3 has a 200 Lumen output which comes from 
its white Luxeon LED. The LED has 3 stages of dimming, 
as well as having an SOS flash function. The unit has a 
flood to spot focus to change the beam spread operated 
from its twist head focus, which enables a 136m 
beam range.

FEATURES
• 200 Lumen white Luxeon LED
• Twist head focus
• Tactical switch
• Hatch Grip

DESCRIPTION CODE

UNILITE ATEX-H1 ZONE 0 SAF0470

DESCRIPTION CODE

UNILITE PS-FL3 SAF0462

Established in 1981 as a lighting supplier, Unilite has grown into one of the 
world’s leading flashlight manufacturers in the global illumination market.
Large investments in R&D, machinery and production facilities has allowed 
Unilite to innovate new breakthroughs.

DESCRIPTION CODE

UNILITE HV-FL7R SAF0461

DESCRIPTION CODE

UNILITE HV-FL9R SAF0460

UNILITE HV-FL9R USB 
RECHARGEABLE TORCH
The Unilite HV-FL9R tactical torch is the ultimate 
hand flashlight. It has a 1100 Lumen CREE LED.  
The light setting can be toggled between three dim modes 
as well as an 8Hz defense strobe. It is constructed of a 
hardened anodized die cast matte aluminum body and is 
submersible to up to 1m, providing a long lasting torch for 
a variety of uses and applications.

FEATURES
• 1100 Lumen white Cree® LED
• 1m submersible 
• USB rechargeable
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AQUASPEC SIGNAL TORCH
Alkaline battery powered liferaft or lifejacket light.
Button can be used to output Morse signal or for steady 
light function. Five year shelf life.

• Fire-resistant, Oil-resistant, Mould-proof,  
Corrosion-proof, & Water-proof

• Meets RoHS and asbestos-free requirement

UNILITE ATEX-FL4 ZONE 0  
LED TORCH
The ATEX-FL4 Zone 0 intrinsically safe torch is powerful 
and reliable. The torch is perfect for use within hazardous 
areas. It comes complete with a safety release valve to 
release hazardous gases and is chemical and corrosion 
resistance.

FEATURES
• 150 Lumen Cree® LED
• Tactical Switch 
• Pocket Clip

ATEX-RA2 ZONE 0 RIGHT  
ANGLE TORCH
The Unilite ATEX-RA2 Zone 0 intrinsically safe right 
angle torch is a powerful light that can be operated in 
areas where hazardous gasses exist. 

FEATURES
• 350 Lumen Cree® LED
• Metal clip bracket 
• Rubber grip body

DESCRIPTION CODE

AQUASPEC SIGNAL TORCH SAF0640 

DESCRIPTION CODE

YELLOW ATEX TORCH SAF0605

DESCRIPTION CODE

YELLOW ATEX RIGHT ANGLE TORCH SAF0607

AQUA SIGNAL WATERPROOF 
HANDHELD SEARCHLIGHT
Waterproof handheld searchlight. 12V and 24V  
versions available.  
• Replacement bulbs available.
• Fitted with Morse Button.

DESCRIPTION CODE

12V VERSION SAF0670

12V SPARE BULB SAF0675

24V VERSION SAF0680

24V SPARE BULB SAF0685

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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HIGH POWERED LED  
SEARCHLIGHT
Rechargeable high powered searchlight that comes 
complete with charging units for cigarette 12V and  
UK mains adapter.

SIGNALLING TORCH
Approved to ISO18813:2006 and SOLAS requirements the 
ST-250 Torch is capable of Morse signalling and a constant 
beam, producing a maximum concentrated beam of 250cd. 

Lasting a minimum of 5 hours, the torch is supplied with 
a spare LED bulb and battery and enclosed in a moisture 
proof case.

FEATURES
• Morse signalling
• Easy ‘twist action’ steady beam function
• User replaceable battery
• Moisture proof storage case
• Waterproof to 50m

WATERPROOF MARINE TORCH
Especially designed for the marine industry this 
non-ferrous metal torch comes complete with a belt 
clip and carry case.

FEATURES
• Class 3 MCA Accepted torch
• Requires 2 x D Cell batteries
• Carries 2 spare bulbs in the base

DESCRIPTION CODE

HIGH POWERED LED SEARCHLIGHT SAF0520

DESCRIPTION CODE

SIGNALLING TORCH SAF0620

DESCRIPTION CODE

WATERPROOF MARINE TORCH SAF0625

STANDARD SOLAS APPROVED TORCH
Standard SOLAS Approved torch, complete with a spare bulb.

FEATURES
• Waterproof
• Ideal for everyday cabin use
• Requires 2 x C Cell batteries

DESCRIPTION CODE

WATERPROOF TORCH SUR0015

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED
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ECHOMAX EM230 & EM230BR  REFLECTOR
For vessels greater than 9 meters in length.
Max RCS 24m², Average RCS 4.7m²

EM230BR DIMENSIONS:
• (H)605mm x (W)245mm
• Fixing Centres: 545mm
• Weight: 2.1kg
• Fitting centres of 545mm make the EM230BR a direct replacement  

for the Firdell Blipper 210-7 with no need to alter existing mast 
mount brackets.

• Black variant not SOLAS approved

EM230 DIMENSIONS:
• (H)610mm x (W)245mm
• Fixing Centres: 569mm
• Weight: 2.3kg

ECHOMAX EM180
Designed specifically for smaller boats Echomax have 
ensured the largest possible array with the smallest 
possible polyethylene case. It can easily be attached to the 
mast, halyard or deck.

Dimensions:
(H)470mm x (W)197mm Weight 1.4kg
 

ECHOMAX EM230 BASEMOUNT
MKII for vessels between 5 and 12 metres in length.
Bolts directly on to A frames or cabin roof.  

Available with optional navigation light. Max response 
20m².

EM230 Basemount Dimensions:
(H)432mm x (W)245mm Weight: 2.4kg
 

DESCRIPTION CODE

EM230BR REFLECTOR - WHITE SAF3510

EM230BR REFLECTOR - YELLOW SAF3515

EM230BR REFLECTOR - ORANGE SAF3520

EM230BR REFLECTOR - BLACK* SAF3525

IEM230 S/S BRACKET SAF3550

EM230 BR DECK BRACKET S/S SAF3560

DESCRIPTION CODE

EM230 REFLECTOR - WHITE SAF3508

EM230 REFLECTOR - YELLOW SAF3506

EM230 REFLECTOR - ORANGE SAF3502

EM230 REFLECTOR - BLACK* SAF3504

EM230 DECK BRACKET S/S SAF3558

DESCRIPTION CODE

EM180 - WHITE SAF3600

EM180 - ORANGE SAF3605

EM180 - YELLOW SAF3610

MAST BRACKETS (SET) SAF3620

DESCRIPTION CODE

EM230 BASEMOUNT - WHITE SAF3540

EM230 BASEMOUNT - ORANGE SAF3542

EM230 BASEMOUNT - BLACK SAF3544

EM230 BASEMOUNT Q-D ADAPTER SAF3552

SHIPS WHEEL
MED APPROVED

EM230BR

*BLACK VARIANT NOT SOLAS 
APPROVED

EM230
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ECHOMAX EM230
BASEMOUNT ‘COMPACT’
For vessels between 5 and 12 metres in length.
Bolts directly to A frames or cabin roof.

Optional navigation light available. Max response 8.3m².

EM230 Midi Basemount Dimensions:
(H)268mm x (W)245mm Weight: 1.9kg
 

ECHOMAX EMA03I  
INFLATABLE RADAR
SOLAS type approved inflatable radar reflector for liferafts. 
Suitable for stowage in liferaft emergency packs to 36m 
above sea level as required by IMO specification annexed to 
UK Merchant Shipping notice M.1485 1991, published by the 
Department of Transport Marine Directorate.
NATO SN 5985 99 380 7258

Packed Dimensions:
(H)230mm x (W)305mm
Fixing Centres: 599gms
Weight: 413gms
Rod set not included. 

ECHOMAX EM230I 
INFLATABLE RADAR
Deflates to pocket size. Maximum response of 25.6m² 
@+/-3° or average of 4.1m². Exceeds WCC, ISAF,  
and RORC offshore rules. A certified copy of the QinetiQ 
linear diagram is included for Race Scrutineers.

Inflated Dimensions:
(H)750mm x (W)300mm
Fixing Centres: 569mm
Weight: 413gms
Rod set not included.

DESCRIPTION CODE

EM230 COMPACT BASEMOUNT C/W LIGHT SAF3548

EM230 BASEMOUNT Q-D ADAPTER SAF3552

DESCRIPTION CODE

EMA03I INFLATABLE REFLECTOR SUR0115

EM230I & EMA03I ROD SET SAF3570

DESCRIPTION CODE

EM230I INFLATABLE REFLECTOR SAF3565

EM230I & EMA03I ROD SET SAF3570

DAY SIGNALS
Collapsible metal/plastic ball (31cm round) which can be 
used as the international day signal when anchoring.

Collapsible metal/plastic signal cone (47x32cm) used by 
boats under engine power.

DESCRIPTION CODE

SIGNAL BALL - METAL SIG0132

SIGNAL BALL - PLASTIC SAF0050

SIGNAL CONE - METAL SIG0135

SIGNAL CONE - PLASTIC SAF0055

SIGNAL DIAMOND - CANVAS SIG0160

SIGNAL CONE - CANVAS SIG0163

SIGNAL BALL - CANVAS SIG0165

SAF0050

SAF0050

SIG0135

SIG0135

SIG0163

SIG0165
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PHOTOLUMINESCENT SIGNAGE
Ocean Safety can supply a wide range of signs, a selection of our most popular photoluminescent signs are listed below.
Part numbers are listed below each sign.

A wide variety of other signs are available in the following categories:
• IMO Life Saving Appliance symbols
• IMO Fire Control Symbols
• Fire Equipment signs
• Safety signs
• Prohibition signs
• Mandatory sign
• Hazard signs
• IMDG Hazardous substance signs
• Safety Training posters

4119JJ

4105JJ

4200JF 4201JF 4202JF 4203JF 4204JF 4205JF 4206JF 4207JF 4208JF 4209JF 4210JF 4211JF 4212JF

4108JJ

4120JJ

4109JJ

4104JJ

4102JJ

4110JJ

4101JJ

4118JJ

4100JJ

4117JJ

4103JJ

4116JJ
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MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND FIRST AID KITS
We can quote for Cat A & B first aid kits as well as a full medical checklist upon request.

THE SUPPLY OF MEDICAL KITS AND SEA SICKNESS TABLETS

WHY DO YOU NEED TO COMPLY?
Changes and implementation by the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) legislation, 
has meant that there is now a restriction on the supply of prescription only medicines, within the commercial and 
leisure marine industry.

WHO CAN BUY MEDICINES AND WHERE FROM?
Any END USER is able to purchase Category C medical kits and sea sickness tablets. These medicines can only 
be purchased from a certified organisation, with a valid Wholesale Dealers Licence (WDL) and a valid Good 
Distribution Practice (GDP) certificate.

WHAT PRODUCTS ARE AFFECTED?
This legislation is applicable to the sale of Category A, B & C medical kits and large volumes of sea sickness tablets.

HOW DO I STORE AND DISPOSE OF THESE MEDICINES?
Holders of a WDL are required to store medicines in a controlled environment however these regulations are not 
applicable to an END USER. Medicines governed by this legislation must be disposed of in an approved manner.  
In general, they should be taken to a pharmacist or a holder of a WDL.

FURTHER PRODUCT INFORMATION IS AVAIL ABLE UPON REQUEST, PLEASE 
CONTACT THE SALES TEAM: +44 (0) 2380 720 800

CODE OF PRACTICE CAT C 
FIRST AID KIT
A range of options complying with the EC Directive and MCA 
Code of Practice are available. These medical kits provide 
the necessary medical equipment for vessels requiring a 
Category C kit. Each kit contains multilingual instructions 
and comes in a resealable foil bag.
 

SHIP’S ADDITIONAL FIRST AID KIT
Designed for use on the bridge, in the gally and engine 
room. Supplied complete with carry case.

DESCRIPTION CODE

CODE OF PRACTICE FIRST AID KIT  
(BOXED) MED0130

CAT ‘C’ KIT IN RESEALABLE BAG MED0100

CAT ‘C’ KIT BOXED MED0105

FIRST AID BOX - EMPTY MED0125

FIRST AID AT SEA MANUAL MED0155

DESCRIPTION CODE

SHIP’S ADDITIONAL KIT MED0080

CAT C SOFTPACK MED0100

SOLAS SOFTPACK MED0090

SEA SICKNESS TABLETS SUR0005

CAT “C” SOFTPACK
SOLAS APPROVED.

LIFERAFT SOLAS SOFTPACK
NOT FOR USE ON UK 
FLAGGED VESSELS

SEA SICKNESS 
TABLETS

(CONTAINS 60 TABLETS)

CATEGORY A: 
For vessels operating more  
than 150 miles from a port.

CATEGORY B: 
For vessels operating less than 150 miles from a port, but if 
within rescue service range the distance can be extended.

CATEGORY C: 
For vessels operating less than 60 miles  
from a port. This category includes lifeboats.
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TYPE 200 RESCUE STRETCHER
Constructed from high density polyethylene complete 
with a supportive stainless steel outer rail (permanently 
attached to the stretcher) and a non absorbent foam 
mattress.

FEATURES
• Size : 209 x 60 x 190 cm, Weight 14kg (approx)
• SWL : 250kg

SHIP CAPTAIN’S MEDICAL GUIDE
& ST JOHN’S FIRST AID MANUAL
Essential, simple and illustrated manuals to assist in the 
diagnosis, treatment and prevention of a wide range of 
wounds and injuries.

NEIL ROBERTSON STRETCHER
Manufactured from high quality canvas and ramin slats for 
increased rigidity, this uniquely designed stretcher wraps 
around a casualty providing protection without bulk.

FEATURES
• Size : 150 x 38 x 18 cmS
• Weight : 8kg

OXYGEN THERAPY SET
This simple system can be used for administrating either 
oxygen therapy or act like a resuscitation unit.

FEATURES
• Weight 5kg
• Complete with a 270L cylinder
• A regulator, tube, face mask and case.
• Can be supplied empty for shipping.

DESCRIPTION CODE

TYPE 200 STRETCHER MED0300

LIFTING BRIDLE MED0305

DESCRIPTION CODE

SHIP CAPTAIN’S MED0150

ST JOHN’S MED0157

DESCRIPTION CODE

NEIL ROBERTSON STRETCHER MED0315

DESCRIPTION CODE

OXYGEN THERAPY SET - FULL MED2200

OXYGEN THERAPY SET - EMPTY MED2202
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SAVIOUR TECHNICAL  
ROLL UP STRETCHER
The Saviour Technical is a roll up stretcher that only weighs 
9 kg, including the standard lifting harness. It is easy to 
carry, easy to deploy, and easy to re-stow. 

FEATURES
• Weight 9kg
• Neutrally buoyant - so floats if dropped overboard
• Has twin lifting eyes at the top and each side for
• 200Kg rated vertical and horizontal winching 

A regulator, tube, face mask and case
• 6 soft lined hand hold for team carries
• Xray translucent and CT friendly

WATER MAKER
Using an energy recovery process these compact, reverse 
osmosis watermakers have a high production rate. 

BREATH ALCOHOL TESTING
Professional breath-alcohol tester units which detect  
the presence of alcohol, guaranteed high-speed and 
accurate results.

RESCUE RACE KNIFE
For all water use, these knives have a fixed blade.  
The nylon sheath ensures the knives are quick to hand.

DESCRIPTION CODE

SAVIOUR TECHNICAL  
ROLL UP STRETCHER MED0330

LIFTING STRAP FOR  STRETCHER MED0335

DESCRIPTION CODE

SURVIVOR 06 SUR0400

SURVIVOR 35 SUR0405

DESCRIPTION CODE

ALCO TEST 5000 SAF8900 

ALCO TEST 6820 SAF8905

SAF8905

BLUNT TIP HOOK TIP

SAF8900

SUR0400

SUR0405

DESCRIPTION CODE

BLUNT TIP GER0100

HOOK TIP GER0150
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DRINKING 
VESSELS
Clear plastic drinking 
vessels available in two 
sizes.

SPONGES

BAILING
EQUIPMENT

HACKSAW & 
BLADES

FLOATING 
KNIVES
Developed for use in 
and around inflatable 
structures these knives 
come with a rounded end.

WATER 
RATIONS
Water rations for use in 
liferafts and lifeboats
to aid survival whilst 
waiting for help to arrive.
• MED Ship’s Wheel 

approved
• 500ml
• Storage life of 5 years

SEA SICKNESS 
BAGS
Seasickness bags, paper, 
sold individually.

SOFTWOOD 
PLUGS
A range of different sized
soft wooden plugs
available in two packs.

GLUCOSE 
RATIONS
Glucose rations are high 
in calorific content to aid
survival whilst waiting for
help to arrive.

• Quick release sugar sweets
• 3 year life expectancy

FOOD RATIONS
Emergency food rations 
for use in liferafts.
• Designed for consumption 

with minimal water.
• MED Ship’s Wheel 

approved
• 500g pack (10000Kj)

WATER 
CONTAINER
Portable refillable water
container available in two
sizes.

LIFERAFT
SURVIVAL
MANUAL

DESCRIPTION CODE

50 ML SUR0050

250 ML SUR0055

CODE

SUR0040

CODE

SUR0090

CODE

SUR0005

CODE

SUR0065

CODE

SUR0110

CODE

SUR0035

DESCRIPTION CODE

10 LITRE SAF0360

25 LITRE SAF0365

DESCRIPTION CODE

SMALL SET SAF0010

LARGE SET SAF0012

DESCRIPTION CODE

BUCKET SAF0350

BAILER SUR0152

DESCRIPTION CODE

HACKSAW SAF0075

BLADES SAF0080

DESCRIPTION CODE

FIXED BLADE SUR0076

FOLDING BLADE SUR0078
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QUOIT & LINE
Quoit comes with 30m 
rescue line.

RETRO-
REFLECTIVE TAPE
MED Ship’s Wheel 
Approved self adhesive 
tape. Available by the metre 
or a roll of 45m long 
(5cm wide).

FOG GONG
Fog gong and beater, 
both sold separately.

WHISTLE

SEA ANCHOR 
FOR LIFERAFTS
Sea anchor designed for a
liferaft comes complete 
with 30 metres of line.

FISHING KIT
Complete with weights,
hooks, lures and 12 metres 
of line, MCA approved for 
liferaft fishing.

FOGHORN &
CANISTER
Manual gas activated fog 
horn comes complete 
with canister with 
optional spare canister
available.

HELIOGRAPH
Compact signalling mirror. 
Both MCA approved.

WATERPROOF
MATCHES

BOAT HOOKS

SEA MARKER 
DYE
Available in 100g.

FOG TRUMPET

CODE

SUR0125

CODE

SUR0135

CODE

SUR0070

CODE

SUR0165

CODE

SUR0100

CODE

SAF0022

DESCRIPTION CODE

PER METRE OSS6078

45M ROLL OSS6030

DESCRIPTION CODE

41CM GONG SIG0100

BEATER SIG0105

DESCRIPTION CODE

2” SUR0025

4” SUR0030

DESCRIPTION CODE

COMPLETE SAF0015

SPARE 
CANISTER SAF0020

DESCRIPTION CODE

100G SUR0094

DESCRIPTION CODE

10FT ASH SUR0163

TELESCOPIC SAF0110
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GLOBAL SERVICE STATION NETWORK.
The Ocean Safety products are supported by an ever increase worldwide service station network.  Each service station 
has uniquely trained certificated technicians, which support our customers globally. The service stations have an 
agreement to hold the appropriate tools & spares to carry out servicing required. Each service station has access to the 
appropriate service manuals and technical support.

To find the location of our service stations and what they are certificated to service visit:
WWW.OCEANSAFETY.COM/SERVICING





Ocean Safety Ltd
Saxon Wharf

Lower York Street
Southampton, UK

SO14 5QF
Tel: +44(0) 2380 720 800

Info@oceansafety.com

Revere Survival Inc.
5323 Highway Ave

Jacksonville
FL 32254

USA 
sales@reveresurvival.com

Typhoon International Ltd
Limerick Road

Redcar
Cleveland
TS10 5JU

Tel: +44(0) 1642 486 104
sales@typhoon-int.co.uk

International Safety Products
Orrell Mount 

159 Hawthorne Road 
Bootle

Merseyside
L20 6JU

Tel: +44(0) 1519 222 202
ispsales@typhoon-int.co.uk

The content of this brochure is considered to be true and correct at the time of print, however changes to product 
and legislation after the time of print may impact on the accuracy of the information. This could change without notice. 

Ocean Safety is not liable for the accuracy of the information printed or stored by a user.


